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RF Interference Warning

This is a Class A product. In a domestic environment this product may cause radio interference, in which
case the user may be required to take adequate measures.

FCC Compliance

This equipment has been tested and found to comply with the limits for a Class A digital device pursuant
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Chapter

1
Overview: BIG-IQ Security

• Understanding BIG-IQ Network Security and
firewall management

• Understanding BIG-IQ Web Application
Security and application management

• About the BIG-IQ Security system interface
• About multi-user editing



Understanding BIG-IQ Network Security and firewall management

BIG-IQ® Network Security is a platform designed for the central management of security firewalls for
multiple BIG-IP® systems, where firewall administrators have installed and provisioned the Advanced
Firewall Manager™ (AFM™) module.

The BIG-IQ Network Security system provides:

• Device discovery with import of firewalls referenced by discovered devices
• Management of shared objects (address lists, port lists, rule lists, policies, and schedules)
• L3/L4 firewall policy support, including staged and enforced policies
• Firewall audit log used to record every firewall policy change and event
• Role-based access control
• Deployment of configurations from snapshots, and the ability to preview differences between snapshots
• Multi-user editing through a locking mechanism

Managing a firewall configuration includes discovering, importing, editing, and deploying changes to the
firewall configuration, as well as consolidation of shared firewall objects (policies, rule lists, rules, address
lists, port lists, and schedules). BIG-IQ Network Security provides a centralized management platform so
you can perform all these tasks from a single location. Rather than log in to each device to manage the
security policy locally, it is more expedient to use one interface to manage many devices. Not only does
this simplify logistics, but you can maintain a common set of firewall configuration objects and deploy a
common set of policies, rule lists, and other shared objects to multiple, similar devices from a central
interface.

Bringing a device under central management means that its configuration is stored in the BIG-IQ Network
Security database, which is the authoritative source for all firewall configuration entities. This database is
also known as the working configuration or working-configuration set.

Once a device is under central management, do not make changes locally (on the BIG-IP device) unless
there is an exceptional need. If changes are made locally for any reason, reimport the device to reconcile
those changes with the BIG-IQ Network Security working configuration set. Unless local changes are
reconciled, the deployment process overwrites any local changes.

In addition, BIG-IQ Network Security is aware of functionality that exists in one BIG-IP system version
but not in another. This means, for example, that it prohibits using policies on BIG-IP devices that do not
have the software version required to support them.

Understanding BIG-IQ Web Application Security and application management

BIG-IQ® Web Application Security enables enterprise-wide management and configuration of multiple
BIG-IP® devices from a central management platform. You can centrally manage BIG-IP devices and
security policies, and import policies from files on those devices.

For each device that it discovers, the system creates an additional virtual server to hold all security policies
that are not related to any virtual server on the device. To deploy a policy to a device, the policy must be
attached to one of the device's virtual servers. You can deploy policies to a device that already has the policy
by overwriting it. If the policy does not yet exist on the device, you have the option to deploy it as a new
policy attached to an available virtual server or as an inactive policy.

From this central management platform, you can perform the following actions:

• Import ASM™ policies from files.
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• Import ASM policies from discovered devices.
• Distribute policies to devices.
• Export policies, including an option to export policy files in XML format.

About the BIG-IQ Security system interface

The BIG-IQ® Security system interface provides many features to assist you in completing tasks.

About filtering

Using filtering, you can rapidly narrow the search scope to more easily locate an entity within the system
interface. Each frame in the system interface has its own filter text entry field.

Note: When you begin typing in the text entry field, you may notice that your browser has cached entries
from previous sessions. You can select from the list or continue typing.

You can filter from the Overview frame or you can filter from the Object Editor frame. You can also
search for related items in the Object Editor frame.

Filtering the Overview frame

You can filter the contents of panels within each frame to reduce the set of data that is visible in the system
interface. Filtering techniques can be important for troubleshooting.

1. Log in to BIG-IQ® Network Security.
2. Navigate to Network Security > Overview.
3. In the filter text field, type the text you want to filter on and click Apply.

Filtering works by performing a wildcard search of the underlying JSON, not just the name of the object.
For example, if you type a 1 (the number one) in the filter, the system will display any object with a 1
in it anywhere in its JSON.
Note that the system populates the top of each panel (under the Filter field) with the text you entered
inside a gray box.

All panels are filtered on the text entered.

Clearing the filter in the Overview frame

You can easily clear the filters for all panels in BIG-IQ® Network Security Overview, using Clear All.

1. Log in to BIG-IQ Network Security.
2. Navigate to Network Security > Overview.
3. In the filter text field at the top of the interface, type the text you want to filter on and click Apply.

Note that the system filters each panel (Devices, Deployment, and Snapshots). It also populates the
top of each panel (under the Filter field) with the text you entered inside a gray box.

4. Clear all text in the filter by clicking Clear All.
Clear the filter for each individual panel by clicking the X to the right of the test at the top of the panel.
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This action resets all panels and returns the system interface to a display of all objects.

Filtering the Object Editor frame

You can filter the contents of panels within the Object Editor frame to reduce the set of data that is visible
in the system interface. Filtering techniques can be important for troubleshooting.

1. To filter the contents of the Object Editor frame, log in to BIG-IQ® Security.
2. Navigate to Network Security > Object Editor.
3. In the filter text field (under Objects), type the text you want to filter on and click Enter.

Filtering works by performing a wildcard search of the underlying JSON, not just the name of the object.
For example, if you type a 1 (the number one) in the filter, the system will display any object with a 1
in its JSON.
You can clear the filter field by clicking the X to the right of the text under the filter field.

Objects are filtered on the text entered and a count for each appears to the right of each object type.

Filtering the Object Editor toolbox frame

You can filter the contents of the toolbox (the bottom frame within the Object Editor frame) to reduce the
set of objects visible in the system interface. Filtering techniques can be important for troubleshooting.

1. To filter the contents of the toolbox, log in to BIG-IQ® Security.
2. Navigate to Network Security > Object Editor > Toolbox at the bottom of the right frame.

The filter appears to the right of the Show dropdown list.

3. In the filter text field, type the text you want to filter on and click the filter icon.
Filtering works by performing a wildcard search of the underlying JSON, not just the name of the object.
For example, if you type a 1 (the number one) in the filter, the system will display any object with a 1
in its JSON.
You can clear the filter by clicking the X to the left of the filter field.

Filtering the Object Editor for related objects

You can filter the contents of panels within the Object Editor frame to show objects related to a selected
object.

1. To filter for related objects within the Object Editor frame, log in to BIG-IQ® Network Security.
2. Navigate to Network Security > Object Editor.
3. Locate the object you want to filter on in either the left panel (under Objects) or in the toolbox at the

bottom of the right frame.
4. Right-click the object.
5. Click Filter 'related to'.

You can clear the Related to filter by clicking the X to the right of the text under the filter field (under
Objects).

All object types in the left frame are filtered and a count of each related to object found appears to the right
of each object type.
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About panels

BIG-IQ® Security system panels widen to display details such as settings or properties for a particular device
or shared object. These expanded panels include a triangle slanted at a 45-degree angle on the right side of
their headers. If the triangle is slanted up, you can click it to widen the panel. If the triangle is slanted down,
you can click it to collapse the panel. You can also click Cancel to close the panel without saving edits or
initiating actions.

Expanding panels

You can widen the BIG-IQ® system panels to display settings or properties for a particular device or shared
object.

1. Hover in the panel header and click the + icon to widen the panel and create the object (device,
deployment, snapshot, and so on).

2. Hover in the object name and click the gear icon to widen the panel and view properties for the object,
to edit the object, or to initiate other actions.

Reordering panels

You can customize the BIG-IQ system interface by arranging the panels to suit your needs.

To reorder panels, drag-and-drop them to the new locations of your choice.

The customized order persists until you clear the browser history/cache/cookies.

About browser resolution

F5® recommends a minimum screen resolution of 1280 x 1024 to properly display and use the panels
efficiently.

It is possible to shrink the browser screen so that system interface elements (panels, scroll bars, icons) no
longer appear in the visible screen. Should this occur, use the browser's zoom-out function to shrink the
panels and controls.

Setting user preferences

As a firewall policy editor, you can customize the BIG-IQ® Network Security system interface to minimize
the information displayed, and to simplify routine editing sessions.

Note: Setting user preferences is not available through the BIG-IQ Web Application Security system
interface.

For example, you can customize the set of panels displayed for a particular user. If that user never performs
deployments, you might decide to hide the Deployment panel.

Note: This customization does not create an access issue. Users still have access to the resources required
by their roles; they just choose not to display them.
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User preference settings persist across sessions. If users log out, they see the same settings when logging
back in.

By default, BIG-IQNetwork Security replicates user preferences in BIG-IQ high-availability (HA) scenarios.

1. Log in to the BIG-IQ® Network Security system.
2. At the top-right of the screen in the black banner, hover over the admin icon.
3. When User settings appears, click it to display the Settings popup screen.
4. Edit the check box options as required for your role.

DescriptionOption

Select or clear the check boxes as required. By default, the system
interface displays all columns.

Rule Grid Columns

Select or clear the check boxes as required. By default, the system
interface displays all panels.

Show Panels

Select or clear the check boxes as required. By default, the system
interface displays all firewall contexts in the Firewall Contexts panel.

Show Firewall Types

5. Click Save to save your preferences or click Close to close the popup screen without saving your
selections.

Selected preferences are now in effect and persist across user sessions. If you log out, you will see the same
settings when you log back in.

About multi-user editing

Within the BIG-IQ® Security system, multiple firewall editors can edit shared firewall policy objects
simultaneously. This is accomplished through a locking mechanism that avoids conflicts and merges.
Initially, the user interface presents all firewall configuration objects as read-only. When a firewall editor
initiates an editing session, she locks the object. Once an object is locked, no one can modify or delete that
object except the holder of the lock or users with privileges sufficient to break the lock (admin,
Firewall_Manager, or Security_Manager).

BIG-IQ Security uses a single repository to hold firewall policies. With this single-copy design, multiple
editors share the editing task through a locking mechanism. The system saves each editorial change.

Each firewall editor has her own copy of a firewall policy (a point-in-time snapshot of the policy managed
by BIG-IQ across all devices) and can make changes. When done, an editor can push the changes to the
preferred state as one, complete set of changes. Then, a firewall administrator can review a policy change
as a single entity before committing it.

For example:

1. If a firewall editor needs to edit Portlist_1, AddressList_2, and Rulelist_5, the editor locks
those objects.

2. When the edit pass is complete, the editor saves the object, which clears the lock.

If an editor wants to edit an object that is already locked, the system informs the editor that the object is
locked and provides a way to clear the lock if the editor has sufficient privileges.

When the lock is cleared, the next firewall editor receives the latest version of the object and any referenced
shared objects. Thus, merges and conflicts are avoided.

Deleting an object automatically clears all locks associated with it.
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BIG-IQ Security supports:

• Multiple, independent locks.
• Locking/unlocking at the firewall level. Locking a firewall locks all shared objects referenced by all of

the device’s firewalls/rules.
• Locking/unlocking on an object-by-object basis where the object is defined as a shared object or a

firewall.

Locking configuration objects for editing

You establish a lock on a configuration object so that you alone can edit it.

Note: If you have editing privileges, you can lock firewalls, policies, rule lists, address lists, port lists, and
schedules.

1. Navigate to the object that you want to edit.
2. Hover over the name of that object, and click the gear icon to expand the panel and display object details.

If an Edit button is visible, you can edit the object. If the object is already locked, a lock message is
visible and there is no Edit button available.

The lock header provides a date and time stamp of the lock.

3. If an Edit button is visible, click it to lock the object for editing.
A lock appears on the object name, and a lock message displays.

4. Edit as appropriate.
5. When finished, click Save.

If you navigate away from the panel before saving your changes, the system interface displays a dialog
box asking if you want to save changes before leaving the panel.

Click Yes to save your edits and release the lock.

Click No to discard your edits and navigate to the location you requested without releasing the lock.

ClickCancel to retain your edits, retain the lock on the object, and return to the object you were editing.

Viewing locks on all configuration objects

BIG-IQ® Security provides a way to view all locked configuration objects from a single popup screen.

1. Examine all panels to locate locked configuration objects.
2. Navigate to a locked object.
3. Hover over the lock icon.

A tooltip shows the owner of the lock and the date and time the lock was created, as well as a link labeled
View All.

4. Click View All.

The Locks popup screen opens,showing type, name, user, date and time, and a description for all locked
objects.
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Clearing locks on configuration objects

The owner of a lock can always clear that lock to enable editing by other users. Other roles (Administrator,
Network_Security_Manager, Security_Manager) also carry sufficient privileges to clear locks held by any
user.

1. Examine all panels to locate locked configuration objects.
2. Search for the object whose lock you want to clear.
3. Hover over the lock icon to the left of the object's name in the panel.

A tooltip shows the owner of the lock, and the date and time the lock was created, as well as a link
labeled View All. If your role carries sufficient privileges, you will also see a link labeled Unlock.

4. In the tooltip, click Unlock.
5. In the confirmation dialog box, click Unlock.

The lock is cleared.

Clearing multiple locks or all locks

BIG-IQ® Security provides a way to clear multiple locks or all locks from a single popup screen, providing
that the user carries sufficient privileges (Administrator, Network_Security_Manager, Security_Manager).

1. Examine all panels to locate locked configuration objects.
2. Hover over the lock icon to the left of any locked object in any panel.

A tooltip shows the owner of the lock, and the date and time the lock was created, as well as a link
labeled View All. If your role carries sufficient privileges, you will also see a link labeled Unlock.

3. In the tooltip, click Unlock.
4. In the popup screen that opens, select or clear check boxes as appropriate (or select the check box at the

top to clear all locks).
5. Click Unlock.
6. In the confirmation dialog box, click Unlock.

The locks are cleared.
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About roles

Different users have different responsibilities. As a systemmanager, you need a way to differentiate between
users and to limit user privileges based on user responsibilities.

To assist you, the BIG-IQ® system has created a default set of roles. To view the default roles, log in to
BIG-IQ and navigate to the Roles panel:

BIG-IQ > BIG-IQ System > Access Control > Roles

Roles persist and are available after a BIG-IQ system failover.

You can associate multiple roles with a given user; for example, you can grant a user the edit
(Network_Security_Edit) and the deploy (Network_Security_Deploy) roles.

Administrator
This role is responsible for overall management of the platform. Users with this role can add individual
users, install updates, activate licenses, and configure HA and networks.
This role is abbreviated in the table below as Admin.

Network_Security_Deploy
This role permits viewing and deploying for all firewall configuration objects for all firewall devices
under management. Users with this role cannot edit configuration objects, discover devices, or reimport
devices or otherwise make changes to the working configuration of the BIG-IQ system. This role cannot
create, edit, or delete snapshots. Also, this role does not have access to System/Overview or Networking.
This role is abbreviated in the table below as Deploy.

Network_Security_Edit
With this role, the user can view and modify all configuration objects for all firewall devices under
management, including the ability to create, modify, or delete all shared and firewall-specific objects.
Users with only this role cannot deploy configuration changes to remote devices under management.
Also, this role does not have access to System/Overview or Networking.
This role is abbreviated in the table below as Edit.

Network_Security_Manager
This role encompasses the roles of Network_Security_View, Network_Security_Edit, and
Network_Security_Deploy. A user logging in with this role bypasses the System panel and is logged
directly into BIG-IQ Security.
This role is abbreviated in the table below as NW Sec Mgr.

Network_Security_View
With this role, the user can view all configuration objects and tasks for all firewall devices under
management. Users with this role cannot edit objects and cannot initiate a discovery or deployment task.
This role is abbreviated in the table below as View.

Security_Manager
This role combines the privileges of Network_Security_View, Network_Security_Edit, and
Network_Security_Deploy. A user logging in with this role is logged directly into BIG-IQ Security. A
user logging in with this role can also access BIG-IQ Web Application Security.
This role is abbreviated in the table below as Sec Mgr.

Web_App_Security_Manager
This role carries administrator-level rights for the BIG-IQ Web Application Security module only.
This role does not appear in the table below.
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About access control: features and the roles that can perform them

AdminNW Sec
Mgr

Sec MgrDeployEditViewFeature

XXXXXXView policy, objects, snapshots,
deployments, devices, groups

XXXXCreate/update/delete configuration objects

XXXXXCreate/delete snapshots

XXXXXXCompare (view differences between)
snapshots

XXXXRestore working configuration from
snapshot

XXXXDeploy from snapshot

XXXXDMA (declare management authority)

XXXXRMA (rescind management authority)

XXXXDeploy working config; create/delete
deployment tasks

XXXXXXView audit log

XXDelete, configure audit log

XXXXCreate/update/delete device groups

XManage users

XManage system

About user types

By default, the BIG-IQ® Network Security system provides these default user types:

admin
This user can assign roles to users, but cannot access the command shell or system console.

root
This user can access the system console.

User types persist and are available after a BIG-IQ system failover.

Creating user accounts

As the firewall manager, it is your responsibility to create the right set of user accounts and associate those
users with the right roles (sets of privileges). Bymanaging user roles, you place controls on specific functions
(view, edit, and deploy).

User accounts and roles persist and are available after a BIG-IQ® system failover.
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1. Log in to the BIG-IQ® system and click BIG-IQ System > Access Control > Users.
2. Hover over the Users banner, click the + icon, and select New User.
3. Complete the fields as required.

DescriptionOption

Enter the user's login name.Username

Accept the default of local or from the dropdown list, select the
provider that supplies the credentials required for authentication.

Auth Provider

Enter the user's actual name. This field can contain a combination of
symbols, letters (upper and lowercase), numbers, and spaces.

Full Name

Enter the password for this user.Password

Retype the password.Confirm Password

4. Click Add to save your edits and create the user account (or click Cancel to close the panel without
saving your entries).

You can now associate this user with a specific role (set of privileges).

Associating users with roles

You can control what users are able to accomplish by associating roles (sets of privileges) with particular
users.

1. Log in to the BIG-IQ® system and click BIG-IQ System > Access Control > Users.
2. In the Users panel, click the user that you want to associate with a role and drag the user onto the role

(Roles panel).
Conversely, you can also drag the role onto the user.

The user now has the privileges commensurate with his role. To confirm, click the gear icon for the user,
and select Properties. Or, click the gear icon for the role and view the Active Users and Groups.

Disassociating users from roles

You disable a user's ability to perform a given function by disassociating roles (sets of privileges) from that
user.

1. Log in to the BIG-IQ® system and click BIG-IQ System > Access Control > Roles.
2. In the Roles panel, hover over the role that contains the user you want to disassociate, click the gear

icon, and select Properties.
3. To the right of Active Users and Groups, view the list of users and groups associated with the role.
4. Click the X next to the user or group that you want to disassociate from the role.
5. Click Save.

The user is now disassociated from the role, and no longer has the privileges associated with the role.
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About active-standby, high-availability configurations

To ensure that you always have access to the BIG-IP® devices under BIG-IQ® management, install two
BIG-IQ systems in an active-standby, high-availability (HA) configuration.

Note: Currently, a BIG-IQ Security HA configuration is limited to two systems, configured as peers.

Configuring a high-availability pair is optional. However, if you configure a high-availability BIG-IQ system
and the active peer fails, the standby peer will become active, enabling you to continue to manage devices.

BIG-IQ Security performs asynchronous replication per transaction, which means that data is replicated
continuously, asynchronously, on a transaction-by-transaction basis as changes are made or commands are
run on the active system.

Continuous, asynchronous replication ensures you that the stored state on each BIG-IQ system is identical
to the state on the other BIG-IQ system(s) in the HA configuration. You can resume managing firewalls
after a failover without loss of any configuration change that might have occurred prior to failover.

In addition, all intermediate generations of a configuration object are identical on all HA peers. This is
required because snapshots can refer to previous generations, and the system must be able to restore on any
node a snapshot that was originally taken on a peer.

About high-availability terminology

Terminology is crucial in understanding the status of the high-availability (HA) relationship. The following
list defines some important terms used in HA configurations.

Primary
The node you are logged in to when establishing the pair is deemed the primary node; the system added
is deemed the secondary node. The primary node determines which node is active if both nodes are up
and communicating. This is the node that wins if a conflict occurs. Initiate the pairing from the primary
node.

Secondary
Any node added to the configuration is deemed the secondary node. Currently, BIG-IQ ®Security supports
a 2-node pairing. When finished discovering its peer, the primary node triggers a snapshot of the current
state of the storage on the primary node. When the snapshot is finished, it is copied to the secondary
node. The restjavad process on the secondary node is restarted.

Active
The node that is running commands is the active node.

If you see the status indications Active (Secondary) on the secondary device, you have failed over to
the node that is not the primary.

In the unlikely event of network segmentation, both systems may report that they are active.

Standby
The standby node is the node that instructs the user to perform all module-related activity on the active
node through a yellow status bar at the top of the interface that indicates its standby status.
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Cluster
A synonym for a high-availability configuration is cluster. A cluster comprises at least two BIG-IQ
systems (fully installed and licensed, and running the same version of software), and is configured in a
high-availability relationship through BIG-IQ > BIG-IQ Systems > Properties.

Pairing BIG-IQ Security systems for high-availability

Before you can configure BIG-IQ® systems for high-availability (HA), you must have two licensed BIG-IQ
systems, installed with the required system components. For the high-availability pair to synchronize
properly, eachmust be running the sameBIG-IQ version, and the clocks on each systemmust be synchronized
within 60 seconds, and remain synchronized. Prior to establishing the pair, examine the NTP settings at the
BIG-IQ system level and the current system time value.

Note: Perform the following procedure on the BIG-IQ system that is deemed the active node.

You can ensure that you always have access to managed BIG-IP® devices by installing two BIG-IQ systems
in a high availability (HA) cluster. Any configuration change that occurs on one BIG-IQ system is
immediately synchronized with its peer device. If a BIG-IQ system in an HA cluster fails, a peer BIG-IQ
system takes over device management that was previously performed by the original device. When an event
occurs that prevents one of the BIG-IQ systems from processing network traffic, the peer in the redundant
system immediately begins processing that traffic, and users experience no interruption in service.

1. Log in to the BIG-IQ system, using administrator credentials.
2. From the BIG-IQ dropdown list, select System.
3. From the BIG-IQ Systems panel header, click + and select Add Device.
4. In the New Device panel, complete the following fields:

DescriptionOption

Type the self IP address.IP Address

Type the administrative user name.User name

Type the administrative password.Password

From the Group dropdown list, selectManagement Group.Group

Select Active-Standby.High Availability Mode

5. Click Add.

When you expand the Management Group, you will see the addition of the standby peer under localhost.

Splitting a high-availability pair

To change or reconfigure peers that are in a BIG-IQ® high-availability pair, you must first delete the HA
relationship or split the pair.

1. Log in to the BIG-IQ system, using administrator credentials.
2. From the BIG-IQ dropdown list, select System.
3. From the BIG-IQ Systems panel, expand the Management Group.
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4. Hover over the secondary-standby peer and when the gear icon appears, click it to open the panel.
5. In the expanded panel, click Remove.

The pair is now split. Consult the banner at the top for status. Both nodes will display a status of Standalone.

About automatic failback

BIG-IQ® Security forces an automatic failback mechanism in which the Active (Primary) node goes down
and the Active (Secondary) node takes over. Subsequently, the Active (Secondary) node may be labeled
Active (Secondary). When the Active (Primary) node comes back up, it takes over primary responsibilities
automatically, becomes the Active (Primary) node, and synchronizes its configuration with the configuration
on the Standby (Secondary) node. Thus, you are guaranteed that no data is lost.
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About device discovery

About device discovery: BIG-IQ Network Security

The process of importing a firewall device's configuration or designating a firewall device for central
management by BIG-IQ® Network Security is called discovery.

After discovery, BIG-IQ Network Security provides a way to view device properties and to perform
device-specific and firewall-specific actions through a centralized management platform.

The BIG-IQ Security Devices panel displays user-defined and system-defined groups and imported BIG-IP
devices.

Note: Groups are simply a way to group devices visually and manage them more efficiently.

Before discovering devices and importing firewalls, you must install specific components required by the
BIG-IQ system on each BIG-IP® device you want to manage. Installing these components results in a
framework that supports the required Java-based management services.

To view all devices under management, in BIG-IQ Network Security, navigate to the Devices panel.

To display only those items related to the specific device, hover over the device and when the gear icon
appears, click it. Then, you can select Properties to display properties or Show Only Related Items to
filter by device.

About device discovery: BIG-IQ Web Application Security

The process of designating a device for central management by BIG-IQWeb Application Security is called
discovery. Once a BIG-IP device is discovered, all security policies and virtual servers on the device come
under management by the BIG-IQ system.

For each discovered device, the system creates an extra virtual server to hold all policies not related to any
virtual server in the discovered device.

After discovery, BIG-IQ Web Application Security enables a view of devices and properties, policies, and
virtual servers associated with those devices, and a way to perform device-specific and policy-specific
actions.

To view all devices under management, in BIG-IQWebApplication Security, navigate to the Devices panel.

Discovering devices on BIG-IQ Network Security

Before discovering BIG-IP® devices, ensure that the required BIG-IQ® components are installed on those
devices. For details, consult the BIG-IQ-Device: DeviceManagement section on installing required BIG-IQ
components on managed devices.

You can perform device discovery to bring a BIG-IP device under central management. Once a device is
under central management, the device's configuration is stored in the BIG-IQ Security database, which is
the authoritative source for all configuration objects. After that occurs, do not manage the firewall device
locally unless there is an exceptional need. Otherwise, changes made locally could be overwritten on the
next deployment task.

During discovery, a Remove Device button appears after the task has identified the device and started
importing the firewall configuration. If you click Remove Device at this point, the import is canceled and
management authority over the device is rescinded. Subsequently, the device is removed.
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1. Navigate to the Devices panel.
At first login, this panel will contain no discovered devices. However, it will display a device group
named Firewall Group.

2. Hover over the Devices header and click the + icon to display the available menu options (New Device
and New Group).

3. Click New Device to discover a device.
4. Complete the property fields as required.

DescriptionOption

Type the BIG-IP® device self IP address or management IP address.

Note: Eachmanaged device must be configured with a communication route from
its self IP address or management IP address to a BIG-IQ system self IP addresses.

Device Address

Otherwise, discovery will fail. F5 recommends that you use a BIG-IP self IP
address for discovery.

Type a name for the cluster. Optional, but highly recommended if the BIG-IP
device is in a config sync relationship with other BIG-IP devices.

The cluster name will create a new group if one doesn't exist or add the device to
an existing cluster group if it does exist. For more information, consult the sections
on managing groups in this guide.

Cluster Name

Type the user's login name. For example: admin.Username

Type the password for this user.Password

Ensure that this check box is selected (the default) to snapshot the configuration
on the BIG-IP device before importing.

BIG-IQ® Security uses snapshots to protect the working-configuration set of the
Security module. Thus, at any time, you can back up, restore, and deploy the

Snapshot

BIG-IQworking configuration to a specific configuration state, or deploy a specific
set of working configuration edits back to a BIG-IP® device.

Select theUpdate onDiscovery check box to update the REST framework installed
on the BIG-IP device.

Certain BIG-IQ system components must be installed and kept up-to-date on all
BIG-IP devices brought under central management. These components provide a

Update
Framework

REST framework on the BIG-IP devices that support the required Java-based
management services. To ensure the framework is up-to-date, select this check
box.

If the framework on the target BIG-IP device must be updated, you must specify
the root user name as part of the discovery process. Type the root user name which
is root, by default.

Root Username

If the framework on the target BIG-IP device must be updated, you must specify
the root password as part of the discovery process. Type the root password.

Root Password

5. Click Add.

After discovery, the BIG-IP device is listed in the Devices panel by its FQDN and internal self IP address.
By default, the device is added to the Firewall group. If a cluster group is specified, it is added to the specified
cluster group. Also, the system lists the snapshot of the working configuration taken during import in the
Snapshots panel. The system imports any firewall policies on this device and makes them available for
configuration management.
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Discovering devices on BIG-IQ Web Application Security

Before discovering one or more BIG-IP® devices, ensure that required BIG-IQ® components are installed
and kept up-to-date on those BIG-IP devices. For details, consult the BIG-IQ-Device: Device Management
section on installing required BIG-IQ components on managed devices.

Perform device discovery to bring a BIG-IP device under central management. Once a device is under
central management, information about the device and objects stored on the device are located in the BIG-IQ
database, which is the authoritative source for all configuration objects.

Note: Do not manage the BIG-IP device locally. If you make changes locally, you (or another Administrator)
might overwrite those changes when performing a deployment from the BIG-IQ system.

1. Navigate to the Devices panel.
At first login, this panel will contain no discovered devices. However, it will display a device group
named Firewall Group.

2. Hover over the Devices header and click the + icon to display the available menu options (New Device
and New Group).

3. Complete the property fields as required.
DescriptionOption

Type the internal self IP address for the BIG-IP device.

Note: Each managed device must be configured with a communication route
from its self IP address or management IP address to a BIG-IQ system self

Device Address

IP addresses. Otherwise, discovery will fail. F5 recommends that you use a
BIG-IP self IP address for discovery.

Type the user's login name. For example: admin.User Name

Type the password for this user.Password

Select this check box to force an update of the REST framework on the BIG-IP
device.

Certain BIG-IQ system components should be installed and kept up-to-date
on all BIG-IP devices brought under central management. These components

Auto Update
Framework

provide a REST framework that supports the required Java-basedmanagement
services.

Clear this check box (the default setting) to ensure that the discovery process
does not overwrite the source of imported policies already on the BIG-IQ
system.

Check to overwrite...

4. Click Add.

After discovery, the BIG-IP device is listed in the Devices panel by its FQDN and internal self IP address.

About declaring management authority

The process of bringing a device under central management is known as declaring management authority
(DMA). The firewall administrator initiates DMA through device discovery and import (or reimport).
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The DMA process is modal. Once the process starts, you are blocked from performing any other tasks or
interacting with BIG-IQ® Security in any way until the process is complete or canceled. Before starting a
discovery or reimport process, it is important to understand how you will resolve any conflicts that arise.

Note: In this scenario, a conflict is defined as two shared objects in the same partition having the same
name, but containing different data.

About conflict resolution

A conflict is found when two objects of the same type have the same name but contain different data. Thus,
an address list named list1 and a port list named list1 would not be in conflict.

Note: An object is defined as an address list, port list, rule list, policy, or schedule.

Conflicts prevent processes from running to completion.

Note: It is the responsibility of the administrator to know how to resolve conflicts between shared objects,
and to deploy the resolution. If you encounter conflicts during discovery, import, reimport, or deployment,
you must resolve those conflicts before you can interact further with BIG-IQ® Security.

If conflicts are found, BIG-IQ Security displays the Resolve Conflicts dialog box, which lists all conflicts
found, displays detailed differences for conflicting shared objects, and provides for conflict resolution.

Although conflict resolution often results in changes to either the BIG-IP® configuration or the BIG-IQ
configuration, no changes are applied until they are deployed. You can deploy changes when a deployment
task displays a status of READY TO DEPLOY.

Resolving conflicts

After importing or reimporting a BIG-IP® device, you can use the Resolve Conflicts dialog box to view the
differences between configurations, and to resolve conflicts.

1. Navigate to the Devices panel.
2. Hover over the name of the device you want to import/reimport and when the gear icon appears, click

it to display the expanded panel. You can modify only a few of the properties displayed.
DescriptionOption

Fully-qualified domain name (FQDN), identified at time of discovery.Host Name

BIG-IP device cluster name, provided at time of discovery.Cluster Name

IP address for the communication route to the BIG-IQ system internal self
IP address.

Each managed device must be configured with a communication route from
its self IP address or management IP address to a BIG-IQ system self IP

IP Address /
Management Address

addresses. Otherwise, discovery will fail. F5 recommends that you use a
BIG-IP self IP address for discovery.

Product identity.Product

Version and hotfix level of the device under management.Version

(BIG-IQ Web Application Security) Active.Status

Check box used to snapshot the configuration on the BIG-IP device before
importing (the default).

Snapshot
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DescriptionOption

Administrative login name. For example: admin.Username

Administrative password for this user.Password

Check box used to update the REST framework installed on the BIG-IP
device.

Certain BIG-IQ system components must be installed and kept up-to-date
on all BIG-IP devices brought under central management. These components

Update Framework

provide a REST framework on the BIG-IP devices that support the required
Java-based management services. To ensure the framework is up-to-date,
select this Update On Save check box.

If the framework on the target BIG-IP device must be updated, you must
specify the root user name as part of the reimport process. Type the root user
name which is root, by default.

Root Username

If the framework on the target BIG-IP device must be updated, you must
specify the root password as part of the reimport process. Type the root
password.

Root Password

3. In the Device Properties screen, click Add/Reimport.
4. When the Resolve Conflicts dialog box opens, highlighting the conflicting shared objects are highlighted

in blue in the upper half of the dialog box. Click the shared object to view details in the lower half of
the dialog box.
The object's configuration on the BIG-IP device is displayed on the left and the object's configuration
on BIG-IQ® Security is displayed on the right.
A gray area indicates that an object has been removed. Yellow indicates that a line has changed, and
green indicates that an object has been added or modified.
The Resolve Conflicts dialog box also provides a Cancel Task button. If you click Cancel Task, the
reimport is canceled. Management authority over the device, if established, is not rescinded, and the
device is not removed.

5. Examine differences. From the Action list, select one of the following for each object in conflict:
DescriptionOption

Keep the object as configured on BIG-IQ Security, and overwrite the object
as configured on the BIG-IP device.

Keep BIG-IQ Version

Keep the object as configured on the BIG-IP device, and overwrite the
object as configured in the central BIG-IQ Security database.

Keep BIG-IP Version

Retain both objects as configured. BIG-IQ Security changes the name on
the incoming object to resolve the conflict. Then, it updates rules with the

Keep Both

new object name. The new object name includes the device name so it can
easily be found.

6. Alternately, from the Apply this action to all conflicts: list , select an action to resolve all existing
conflicts.

After conflict resolution, the device's configuration is refreshed and synchronized with the configuration
stored in BIG-IQ Security.
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About BIG-IQ Security configuration sets

BIG-IQ® Security systems use the following terminology to refer to firewall configuration sets for a
centrally-managed device:

Current configuration set
The configuration of the BIG-IP® device as discovered by BIG-IQ Security. The current configuration
is updated during a reimport/rediscovery and before calculating differences during the deployment
process. After deployment (and after the resolution of any conflicting shared objects), BIG-IQ Security
overwrites the BIG-IP current configuration (if the option Keep BIG-IQ Version is chosen).

Working configuration set
The configuration as maintained by the BIG-IQ Security system. Initially, the working configuration is
created when the firewall manager elects to manage the device from BIG-IQ Security (DMA). It is the
configuration that is edited on BIG-IQ Security and deployed back to BIG-IP devices.

Configuring devices to accept traffic

When using the BIG-IP® device's self IP address during discovery, you must configure that device to accept
traffic from a BIG-IQ® Security system. Specifically, if the BIG-IP device has the Virtual Server & Self IP
Contexts option set to Reject or Drop, the BIG-IP device will not accept traffic from the BIG-IQ system.
Use the following procedure to set this option to Accept.

Alternately, you can add a rule to handle traffic between the self IP addresses of the BIG-IQ Security system
and the self IP addresses of the specific BIG-IP device being discovered. In this scenario, you can leave the
Virtual Server & Self IP Contexts option set to Reject or Drop.

In this case, ensure the following ports remain open:

• 22 (SSH, TCP protocol)
• 443 (HTTPS, TCP protocol)
• 4353 (iQuery, TCP protocol)

Note: Whichever scenario you choose, configure the BIG-IP device to allow traffic to/from the self IP
addresses of both BIG-IQ nodes in a BIG-IQ HA pair.

1. On the BIG-IP device, on the Main tab, click Security > Options > Network Firewall.
2. From the Virtual Server & Self IP Contexts list, select Accept.
3. Click Update.

Packets with BIG-IQ Security as the source are then able to pass through the BIG-IP firewall and traverse
the system.

Displaying device properties

You can display properties and health and performance statistics for an individual device to assist in
identifying potential trouble spots.
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1. In the Devices panel, hover over the name of the device you want to examine until the gear icon appears,
then display the properties in one of these ways:

• Select Show Properties from the sub-menu.
• Click the gear icon to expand the panel.

2. Review the statistics in the properties screen for that device.

Device properties

Device properties are displayed for informational purposes mostly, and are read-only, except for the check
boxes.

DescriptionDevice Property

IP address for the BIG-IP® device entered at time of
discovery and used for communication between the
device and the BIG-IQ® system.

Device Address

Fully-qualified domain name (FQDN), identified at
discovery time.

Host Name

BIG-IP device cluster name, provided at discovery
time.

Cluster Name

IP address for the communication route to the
BIG-IQ system internal self IP address.

Each managed device must be configured with a
communication route from its internal self IP or

IP Address /Management Address

management IP address to a BIG-IQ system internal
self IP address on a configured BIG-IP VLAN.
Otherwise, discovery fails. F5 recommends that you
use a self IP address (on the BIG-IP device) to gain
access to additional functionality that is not provided
through the management port.

User's login name. For example: admin.Username

User's password.Password

Identifies the product.Product

Identifies the version and hotfix level of the device
under management.

Version

(BIG-IQ Web Application Security) Status of the
device under management (Active or Standby).

Status

Check box used to invoke a snapshot prior to
reimporting the BIG-IP device's working
configuration.

Snapshot

Check box used to update the REST framework on
the BIG-IP device on discovery or on save.

Update Framework

Check box used to determine whether the discovery
process overwrites the source of imported policies
already on the BIG-IQ system.

Check to overwrite the source of imported policies
that already exist

Identifies the BIG-IP version that the Attack
Signature Database is packaged with.

Signature file Version
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DescriptionDevice Property

If the framework on the target BIG-IP device must
be updated, you must specify the root user name as

Root Username

part of the discovery process. Enter the root user
name which is root, by default.

If the framework on the target BIG-IP device must
be updated, you must specify the root password as
part of the discovery process.

Root Password

Displaying the device inventory

From the BIG-IQ® Network Security Devices panel, you can display an inventory with accompanying
details for all devices under BIG-IQ Network Security central management. For further use, you can export
this inventory to a CSV file.

1. Navigate to the Devices panel.
2. Hover over the name of the device for which you want to view an inventory.
3. When the right-pointing arrow appears, click it to read inventory details.

DescriptionOption

Fully-qualified domain name (FQDN) for the BIG-IP device.Name

BIG-IP Virtual Edition.Marketing Name

Product identity. For example, BIG-IP.Product

Version and hotfix level of the device under management.Version

Build level of the device under management.Build

Management IP for the BIG-IP and used to manage the device.Mgmt IP Address

License end date and end time, registration key, and a list of active
modules.

License

For each slot, a listing of volume label, product occupying the slot,
version, build, cluster status (active, standby).

Slots

Configured network interfaces.Network Interfaces

Serial number for the BIG-IP device.Serial Number

Mac address for the BIG-IP device.Mac Address

Manufacturer and technical details. For example, Intel(R) Xeon(R)
CPU X5660 @ 2.80GHz.

CPU Info

Memory on the BIG-IP device.Memory (MB)

Z100Platform

For example, 4208f88e-3f9e-0d7e-b75e-ca1dc2dd630c.HAL ID

Universally unique identifier. For example,
6b8bf5ef-bcb0-4d1b-b61f-8c95f70475a8.

UUID

4. To exit from the inventory, click Close.
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About device reimport/rediscovery

Once configurations are in sync between BIG-IP® devices and the BIG-IQ® Security system, there is seldom
a need to reimport a BIG-IP device.

Some possible reasons to reimport include:

• Additions, deletions, or changes made to management IPs or virtual servers on the BIG-IP device.
• Changes to policies, firewall rules, shared objects, or signature files made locally on the BIG-IP device.
• Updates made to the BIG-IP device's software that need to be recognized by BIG-IQ Security.

If any of these reasons occur, you must reimport/rediscover to reconcile any changes with the configuration
maintained on BIG-IQ Security. If you do not reconcile changes, a subsequent deployment process will
overwrite any changes made locally.

The reimport/rediscovery process is modal. Once reimport starts, the process blocks you from performing
any other tasks or interacting with BIG-IQ Security in any way until the process completes or is canceled.

During reimport/rediscovery, aRemove Device button appears in the dialog box after the task has identified
the device and started the import process. If you clickRemove Device, the reimport/rediscovery is canceled,
management authority over the device is rescinded, and the device is removed.

Reimporting or rediscovering devices

You reimport/rediscover BIG-IP® devices to reconcile any configuration changes with the configuration
maintained on BIG-IQ® Security. If you do not reconcile changes, a subsequent deployment process will
overwrite any changes made locally.

1. Navigate to the Devices panel.
2. Hover over the name of the device you want to import/reimport and when the gear icon appears, click

it to display the expanded panel. You can modify only a few of the properties displayed.
DescriptionOption

Fully-qualified domain name (FQDN), identified at time of discovery.Host Name

BIG-IP device cluster name, provided at time of discovery.Cluster Name

IP address for the communication route to the BIG-IQ system internal self
IP address.

Each managed device must be configured with a communication route from
its self IP address or management IP address to a BIG-IQ system self IP

IP Address /
Management Address

addresses. Otherwise, discovery will fail. F5 recommends that you use a
BIG-IP self IP address for discovery.

Product identity.Product

Version and hotfix level of the device under management.Version

(BIG-IQ Web Application Security) Active.Status

Check box used to snapshot the configuration on the BIG-IP device before
importing (the default).

Snapshot

Administrative login name. For example: admin.Username

Administrative password for this user.Password
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DescriptionOption

Check box used to update the REST framework installed on the BIG-IP
device.

Certain BIG-IQ system components must be installed and kept up-to-date
on all BIG-IP devices brought under central management. These components

Update Framework

provide a REST framework on the BIG-IP devices that support the required
Java-based management services. To ensure the framework is up-to-date,
select this Update On Save check box.

If the framework on the target BIG-IP device must be updated, you must
specify the root user name as part of the reimport process. Type the root user
name which is root, by default.

Root Username

If the framework on the target BIG-IP device must be updated, you must
specify the root password as part of the reimport process. Type the root
password.

Root Password

3. In the Device Properties screen, click Add/Reimport.

After reimport/rediscovery, the configuration for the selected device is refreshed and synchronized with the
configuration stored in BIG-IQ Security.

Monitoring device health and performance

Before you can view device properties, health, and performance, that device must be under central
management.

You can assess the health and performance of your network to provide early intervention for trouble spots.

1. Navigate to the Devices panel.
2. To display properties and health and performance statistics for an individual device, hover over the name

for that device (in the Devices panel).
3. When the gear icon appears, select Show Properties from the sub-menu or click the gear to expand the

panel.
4. Scroll past the properties to examine the health and performance statistics for this device.
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About groups

In BIG-IQ® Security, groups are:

• Specific to BIG-IQ. Groups do not exist on BIG-IP® devices. There is no discovery of groups on BIG-IP
devices or distribution of groups to BIG-IP devices.

• Used for navigation and deployment purposes only.

When you have many BIG-IP devices to manage, you can group devices, which helps you visualize and
manage large numbers of devices.

You can use the panel filtering options to show the devices you are interested in. Then, you can save this
group with a name and description. Subsequently, you can select this group or any group saved earlier. You
can easily delete other user-created groups.

Note: There are some system-created groups that cannot be deleted.

You can also filter the Devices panel (devices and groups) by typing text in the Filter field and pressing the
Enter key. Clear the filter by clicking the X to the right of the text in the gray box under the filter.

System-defined groups (the Firewall Group and cluster groups) do not allow users to edit their memberships
directly. Devices are added to these groups through the discovery process and deleted from this groups
using the Remove button on the device's Properties panel.

You can arrange user-defined groups in a hierarchy of groups and subgroups.

System-defined groups always appear at the top of the hierarchy (root) and cannot contain child groups.

Adding devices to groups

After device discovery, you can create groups to organize devices into a visual hierarchy for ease of
identification and management.

1. From the Create Group panel, complete the fields as appropriate.
DescriptionOption

Name of the group. Must be unique across all groups. Give the group a
name that will assist you in remembering the group's purpose, managing
the group, or identify the group.

Group Name

Optional description for the group. Descriptions can contain useful
information about groups.

Description

>Accept the default (root) or select another group from the dropdown list
to reside at the top of the group hierarchy.

Parent Group

Begin typing to see the list of available devices. Select an available device
and click Add Device to add a device to the table.

Available Devices

2. Click Save.

The device is added to the group and appears in the Devices panel.
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Managing groups

After adding a BIG-IP® device to a pre-existing group, you can manage the group through the Group
Properties screen. This means you can change the group hierarchy, add or remove devices from groups,
delete groups, and modify group descriptions.

Changing group hierarchy

From the Group Properties screen, you can change the hierarchy of groups and subgroups through the
Parent Group list.

Note: System-defined groups always appear at the top of the hierarchy (root) and cannot contain subgroups.

To change group hierarchy:

1. From the Parent Group list, select root (the default) or another group to reside at the top of the hierarchy.
2. Click Save.

Adding or removing devices from groups

System-defined groups (the Firewall Group and cluster groups) do not allow users to edit memberships
directly. Devices are added to these groups through the discovery process and deleted from these groups
using the Remove button on the device's Properties screen.

To add a device to a group:

1. In the Available Devices field, begin typing and the list of available devices appears.
2. Select an available device and click Add Device. The device is added to the table.
3. Click Save. The device is added to the group.

To remove a device from a group:

1. In the table below the Available Devices field, click the X at the end of the row containing the device
you want to remove. The device is removed from the table.

2. Click Save. The device is removed from the group.

Deleting groups

Note: You can delete user-created groups; there are some system-created groups that cannot be deleted.

To delete a group:

1. Click the Delete button.
2. When prompted, confirm the deletion by clicking Delete.

This action permanently removes the group from BIG-IQ Network Security.

Modifying group descriptions

Tomodify the group description, type a description in theDescription field, or modify the existing description
and click Save. The description could be written to help you remember the purpose of the group, or it could
contain other useful information about the group.
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About managing firewall contexts in BIG-IQ Network Security

In BIG-IQ® Network Security, a firewall context is a BIG-IP® network object to which a firewall policy
can be attached. In BIG-IQ Network Security, these network objects are called Global (global), Route
Domain (rd), Virtual Server (vip), Self IP (sip), or Management (mgmt).

Firewall contexts provide policy-based access control to and from address and port pairs, inside and outside
the network. Using a combination of contexts, a firewall can apply rules in a number of different ways,
including at a global level, per virtual server, per route domain, and even for the management port or a self
IP address.

Firewall properties include the firewall name, an (optional) description), its partition, its type, and its parent
device on the partition in which it resides. Note that an administrative partition is a part of the BIG-IP
configuration that is accessible only to a particular group of administrators. The default partition for all
BIG-IP configurations, /Common, is accessible to all administrators. A sufficiently-privileged administrator
can make additional partitions. Each partition corresponds to a folder (with the same name) to hold its
configuration objects.

From the Enforced tab, you can view and configure policies or rules/rule lists whose actions (accept, accept
decisively, drop, reject) are in force. You are restricted to a single, enforced policy on any specific firewall.
If you have an enforced policy on a firewall, you cannot also have inline rules and rule lists on that same
firewall.

You can edit inline rules from the Enforced tab. You can edit all other firewall shared objects only from
within the object's panel. For example, you can edit rule lists, including the reordering of rules inside rule
lists, only from the Rule Lists panel.

Note: Policies can be enforced in one firewall context and staged in another.

About BIG-IP system firewall contexts

A firewall context is the category of object to which a rule applies. In this case, category refers to Global,
Route Domain, Virtual Server, Self IP, or Management. Rules can be viewed and reorganized separately
within each context.

It is possible to have multiple layers of firewalls on a single BIG-IP® device. These layers constitute the
firewall hierarchy. Within the firewall hierarchy, rules progress from Global, to Route Domain, and then
to either Virtual Server or Self IP.

If a packet matches a firewall rule within a given context, that action is applied to the packet, and the packet
then moves to the next context for further processing. If the packet is accepted, it travels on to the next
context. If the packet is accepted decisively, it goes directly to its destination. If the packet is dropped or
rejected, all processing stops for that packet; it travels no further.

On each firewall, you can have rules, rule lists, or policies that are enforced or staged. Rules, rule lists, or
policies are processed in order within their context and within the context hierarchy.

Rules for the Management interface are processed separately and not as part of the context hierarchy.
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About global firewalls

A global firewall is an IP packet filter that resides on a global firewall on a BIG-IP® device. Except for
packets traveling to the management firewall, it is the first firewall that an IP packet encounters. Any packet
reaching a BIG-IP device must pass through the global firewall first.

When you create firewall rules, rule lists, or policies, you can select one of several contexts. Global is one
of the contexts you can select. Rules for each context form their own list, and are processed both in the
context hierarchy and in the order within each context list.

About route domain firewalls

A route domain firewall is an IP packet filter that resides on a route domain firewall on a BIG-IP® device.

A route domain is a BIG-IP system object that represents a particular network configuration. After creating
a route domain, you can associate various BIG-IP system objects with the domain: unique VLANs, routing
table entries such as a default gateway and static routes, self IP addresses, virtual servers, pool members,
and firewalls.

When a route domain firewall is configured to apply to one route domain, it means that any IP packet that
passes through the route domain is assessed and possibly filtered out by the configured firewall.

When you create firewall rules, rule lists, or policies, you can select one of several contexts. Route domain
is one of the contexts you can select. Rules for each context form their own list and are processed both in
the context hierarchy and in the order within each context list.

Route domain rules apply to a specific route domain configured on the server. Route domain rules are
checked after global rules. Even if you have not configured a route domain, you can apply route domain
rules to Route Domain 0, which is effectively the same as the global rule context.

Route domain rules are collected in the Route Domain context. Route domain rules apply to a specific route
domain defined on the server. Route domain rules are checked after global rules.

About virtual server firewalls

A virtual server firewall is an IP packet filter configured on the virtual server and, therefore, designated for
client-side traffic. Any IP packet that passes through the virtual server IP address is assessed and possibly
filtered out by this firewall.

When you create firewall rules, rule lists, or policies, you can select one of several contexts, including virtual
server. Rules for each context form their own list and are processed both in the context hierarchy and in the
order within each context list.

Virtual server rules apply to the selected virtual server only. Virtual server rules are checked after route
domain rules.

About self IP firewalls

A self IP firewall is an IP packet filter configured on the self IP address, a firewall designated for server-side
traffic. Any IP packet that passes through the self IP is assessed and possibly filtered out by this firewall.
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A self IP address is an IP address on a BIG-IP® system that is associated with a VLAN and used to access
hosts in that VLAN. By virtue of its netmask, a self IP address represents an address space; that is, a range
of IP addresses spanning the hosts in the VLAN, rather than a single host address.

A static self IP address is an IP address that is assigned to the system and does not migrate between BIG-IP
systems. By default, the self IP addresses created with the Configuration utility are static self IP addresses.
One self IP address must be defined for each VLAN.

When you create firewall rules, rule lists, or policies, you can select one of several contexts, including self
IP. Rules for each context form their own list and are processed both in the context hierarchy and in the
order within each context list.

The self IP context collects firewall rules that apply to the self IP address on the BIG-IP device. Self IP
rules are checked after route domain rules.

About management IP firewalls

A management IP firewall is an IP packet filter configured on the management IP address and, therefore,
designated to examine management traffic. Any IP packet that passes through the management IP address
is assessed and possibly filtered out by this firewall.

The network software compares IP packets to the criteria specified in management firewall rules. If a packet
matches the criteria, then the system takes the action specified by the rule. If a packet does not match a rule,
then the software compares the packet against the next rule. If a packet does not match any rule, the packet
is accepted.

Management IP firewalls collect firewall rules that apply to the management port on the BIG-IP® device.
Management port firewalls are outside the firewall context hierarchy andmanagement port rules are checked
independently of other rules.

Note: Policies and rule lists are not permitted on management IP firewalls. In addition, the management
IP firewall context does not support the use of iRules® or geolocation in rules. For management IP firewalls,
only inline rules are allowed. To add inline rules, drag-and-drop them onto the management firewall.

You can also drag-and-drop address lists, and port lists onto management IP firewalls.

About firewall policy types

In BIG-IQ® Network Security, you can add the following firewall policy types:

Enforced
An enforced firewall policy modifies network traffic based on a set of firewall rules.

Staged
A staged firewall policy allows you to evaluate the effect a policy has on traffic without actually
modifying the traffic based on the firewall rules.

You can assign to a firewall either an enforced firewall policy or a set of explicitly-defined rules and rule
lists. The firewall cannot have both in force at the same time. However, you can configure simultaneously
on the same firewall both staged firewall policies and enforced inline rules and rule lists.
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Firewall properties

The Properties tab displays the properties for the selected firewall. All fields are for information purposes
only and cannot be edited, with the exception of the (optional) description.

DescriptionProperty

Name as shown in the system interface: global for
the global firewall; management-ip for the

Name

management IP firewall; 0 for route domain; the IP
address for self-ip; and the firewall name for a virtual
server.

(Optional) description for the firewall.Description

Usually, Common. An administrative partition is a
part of the BIG-IP® configuration that is accessible

Partition

only to a particular group of administrators. The
default partition for all BIG-IP configurations,
Common, is accessible to all administrators. A
sufficiently-privileged administrator can make
additional partitions. Each partition corresponds to
a folder (with the same name, for instance, /Common)
to hold its configuration objects.

One of the following: global (global); route-domain
(rd); virtual server (vip); self-ip (self-ip); or
management-ip (mgmt).

Type

Used for Route Domain firewall types only; displays
a number that identifies the route domain.

Route Domain ID

For Virtual server (VIP), self IP, and Management
firewall types only; this is an informational, read-only

IP Address

field displaying the IP address retrieved (if available)
during DMA.

Name of the BIG-IP® device where the firewall
resides.

Device

Adding an enforced firewall policy

You can view and configure firewall policies or rules/rule lists to force or refine actions (accept, accept
decisively, drop, reject) using the Enforced settings. You are restricted to a single, enforced firewall policy
on any specific firewall context. If you have an enforced policy on a firewall, you cannot also have inline
rules and rule lists on that same firewall.

Note: Policies can be enforced in one firewall context and staged in another.

1. Log in to BIG-IQ® Network Security.
2. Click Object Editor.
3. Click Contexts to expand the contents.
4. Click the context you want to edit. The contents appear in the editing pane.
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5. In the editing pane, click Enforced.
6. On the Enforced screen, click Edit to establish a lock.

If necessary, review Locking configuration objects for editing.

7. Add a firewall policy by dragging and dropping a policy from Policies, or click Add Policy, select a
policy from among those listed in the popup, and then click Add.
If the firewall has inline rules already configured, you are notified that adding a policy will result in the
removal of all existing rules and rule lists.

8. ClickCreate Rule to open a rule template in the Enforced Firewall Rules table where you can add a rule
by editing the fields in the template.
Before attempting to add an inline rule on any firewall context except the management IP context, be
sure inline rules are supported on the version running on your BIG-IP® device.
You can also add rules by right-clicking in the last rule in the table and selecting Add rule before or
Add rule after. If you right-click after the bottom row in the Rules table, you can select the optionAdd
rule. You can then reorder rules by dragging and dropping them until they are in the correct order for
execution. You can also reorder rules by right-clicking in the row and selecting among the ordering
options.

9. Add a rule list by clicking Add Rule List.
10. In the popup screen that opens, select the name of the rule list that you want to add and then click Add.
11. Click Save to save changes.

To clear a lock without saving changes, click the Unlock link.

12. When finished, click Save and Close to save your edits, clear the lock, and exit.

Adding a staged firewall policy

You can stage firewall policies using the Staged settings. Actions (accept, accept decisively, drop, reject)
have no effect on network traffic. Rather, they are logged. This gives you the ability to stage a firewall
policy first and examine the logs to determine how the firewall policy has affected traffic. Then, you can
determine the timing for turning the firewall policy from staged to enforced.

Rule and rule lists are not allowed on staged firewall policies.

Note: A firewall policy can be staged in one context and enforced in another.

1. Log in to BIG-IQ® Network Security.
2. Click Object Editor.
3. Click Contexts to expand the contents.
4. Click the context you want to edit. The contents appear in the editing pane.
5. In the editing pane, click Staged.
6. On the Staged screen, click Edit to establish a lock.

If necessary, review Locking configuration objects for editing.

7. Add a policy by dragging and dropping a policy from Policies, or click the Add Policy link, select a
policy from among those listed in the popup screen, and then click Add.

8. Click Save to save changes.
To clear a lock without saving changes, click the Unlock link.

9. When finished, click Save and Close to save your edits, clear the lock, and exit.
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About rules and rule lists

Rule lists are containers for rules, which are run in the order they appear in their assigned rule list. A rule
list can contain thousands of ordered rules, but cannot be nested inside another rule list. You can reorder
rules in a given rule list at any time.

With BIG-IQ® Network Security, you can manage rules and rule lists from the Rule Lists option (Object
Editor > Rule Lists). You can also create rules and add rule lists from the Contexts and the Polices options.
You can import and manage rules (and/or rule lists) from BIG-IP® devices. Furthermore, you can define
rules and rule lists within BIG-IQ Network Security, and then deploy back to the BIG-IP device.

You can define a list of rules for a specific firewall and/or refer to one or more shared rule lists by name
from other firewalls.

Network firewalls use rules and rule lists to specify traffic-handling actions. The network software compares
IP packets to the criteria specified in rules. If a packet matches the criteria, then the system takes the action
specified by the rule. If a packet does not match any rule from the list, the software accepts the packet or
passes it to the next rule or rule list. For example, the system compares the packet to self IP rules if the
packet is destined for a network associated with a self IP address that has firewall rules defined.

A packet must pass all tests to match successfully. For example, to match against a source subnet and several
destination ports, a packet must originate from the given subnet and also have one of the specified destination
ports.

Rules and rule lists can be applied to all firewall types, such as:

• Global
• Route domain
• Virtual server
• Self IP
• Management IP (rules only, no iRule or geolocation support)

Filtering rule lists

To filter the system interface to display only those objects related to a selected rule list, hover over the rule
list name, right-click and then click Filter 'related to'. The interface is filtered and a count appears to the
right of each object type. The frame to the right provides its own filter field where you can enter text and
click on the filter icon to constrain the display to those items that match the filter.

Creating rules

To support a context or policy, you can create specific rules, gather those rules in a rule list, and assign the
rule list to the context or policy.

1. Log in to BIG-IQ® Network Security.
2. Click Object Editor.
3. Select the object that you want to add the rule to:

DescriptionOption

In the left pane, hover over Rule Lists and click the + icon to display the New
Rule List frame, which provides access to Properties and Rules options.

Rule list
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DescriptionOption

In the left pane, expand Contexts and click the name of the specific firewall
context to gain access to Properties, Enforced, and Staged options.

Context

In the left pane, hover over Policies, and click the + icon to display New Policy
frame, which provides access to Properties and Rules & Rule Lists options.

Policy

4. Click Properties and complete the properties fields as required.
DescriptionOption

Unique name. The field is read-only field unless creating or cloning the rule
list.

Name

Optional description.Description

Although pre-populated with Common (default), you can set the partition name
by typing a unique name for the partition.

Note: The partition with that name must already exist on the BIG-IP device.
No whitespace is allowed in the partition name.

Partition

The firewall partition itself is not editable.

5. Click Rules or Enforced, and then click Create Rule.
A new row appears in the table. The row contains a rule template, including defaults, for the new rule.

6. Complete the fields as appropriate.
You can also add rules by right-clicking in the Rules table, or by right-clicking any row in the Rules
table and choosing add rule before or add rule after.

7. When you are finished, click Add or Save, as appropriate.

Reordering rules in rule lists

You can optimize your network security firewall policy by reordering rules in rule lists.

1. Log in to BIG-IQ® Network Security.
2. Click Object Editor.
3. Expand Rule Lists and click the specific rule list you want to edit.
4. Click the Rules tab to ensure it is selected.
5. Click Edit to lock for editing.
6. Drag-and-drop the rules until they are in the correct order.

If the list of rules expands beyond the editing frame, drag-and-drop will not work. Instead, copy the rule
by right-clicking and selecting Copy rule. Then, navigate to the new location for the rule, right-click,
and select Paste rule before or Paste rule after as appropriate. After the copy, delete the rule that you
copied.

7. When you are finished, click Save and Close to save your edits, clear the lock, and exit the panel.
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Removing rules

You can remove specific rules from rule lists, firewalls, or policies, to fine tune security policies.

Note: You can remove a rule even if it is the only rule in the rule list.

1. You remove a rule based on the object that you remove it from:
DescriptionOption

In the left pane, expand Rules Lists and click the name of the rule list
containing the rule that you want to delete. This opens the Rule List frame that
provides access to Propertiesand Rules options.

From a rule list

In the left pane, expandContexts, click the name of the context containing the
rule that you want to delete.This opens the Properties frame and provides access

From a firewall
context

to Properties,Enforced and Staged options. Then, selectEnforced or Staged
as appropriate.

In the left pane, expand Policies, click the name of the policy containing the
rule that you want to delete. The Policy frame opens and provides access to
Properties and Rules & Rule Lists options. Select Rules & Rule Lists.

From a policy

2. Click Edit to lock for editing.
3. Hover over the row containing the rule, and right-click.
4. Select Delete Rule and confirm the deletion.
5. Click Save to save your changes.

Adding rule lists

To support a specific firewall or policy, you can create a rule list and then assign it to the firewall context
or policy.

1. Click Object Editor.
2. Select the object that you want to add the rule list to:

DescriptionOption

In the left pane, hover over Rule Lists and click the + icon to display the New
Rule List frame, which provides access to Properties and Rules options.

Rule list

In the left pane, expand Contexts and click the name of the specific firewall
context to gain access to Properties, Enforced, and Staged options.

Context

In the left pane, hover over Policies, and click the + icon to display New Policy
frame, which provides access to Properties and Rules & Rule Lists options.

Policy

3. Click Properties and complete the properties fields as required.
DescriptionOption

Unique name. The field is read-only field unless creating or cloning the rule
list.

Name
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DescriptionOption

Optional description.Description

Although pre-populated with Common (default), you can set the partition name
by typing a unique name for the partition.

Note: The partition with that name must already exist on the BIG-IP device.
No whitespace is allowed in the partition name.

Partition

The firewall partition itself is not editable.

4. Continue with the configuration:
DescriptionOption

Click Rules, and click Create Rule.New Rule List screen

Click Enforced, and click Edit to lock the firewall for editing. Then,
click Add Rule List and select from the rule lists that appear in the
popup dialog.

Firewall context

Click Rules & Rule Lists, then click Add Rule List.Policy

5. Complete the fields as appropriate.
You can also add rules by right-clicking in the Rules table, or by right-clicking any row in the Rules
table and choosing add rule before or add rule after.

6. When you are finished, click Add or Save, as appropriate.
7. If you are editing a firewall context to add the rule list, you must, when finished, click Save and Close

to save your edits, clear the lock, and exit the panel.

The new rule list appears at the bottom of the Rule Lists panel.

Editing rule lists

You can edit the content of rule lists from Object Editor Rule Lists, including the order of rules in rule lists.

Note: You must lock a rule list before editing it.

1. Log in to BIG-IQ® Network Security.
2. Click Object Editor.
3. Expand Rule Lists and click the specific rule list you want to edit.
4. Click Edit to lock for editing.
5. Click Properties.

DescriptionOption

Informational, read-only field set when creating or cloning the rule
list.

Name

Optional description.Description

Informational, read-only field set when creating or cloning the rule
list.

Partition
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6. Select Rules , and click the row of the rule you want to edit.
7. Complete the fields as appropriate.

You can also add rules by right-clicking in the Rules table, or by right-clicking any row in the Rules
table and choosing add rule before or add rule after.

8. Complete fields as appropriate.
To reorder rules, simply drag-and-drop the rules until they are in the correct order. If the list of rules
expands beyond the editing frame, drag-and-drop will not work. Instead, copy the rule by right-clicking
and selecting Copy rule. Then, navigate to the new location for the rule, right-click, and select Paste
rule before or Paste rule after as appropriate. After the copy, delete the rule that you copied.

9. Click Save to save your changes.

Changes made to the rule list are reflected the next time the Contexts or Policies screen is refreshed.

Clearing fields in rules

You can clear the text from fields in rules to fine tune them and, in turn, rule lists and security policies.

1. Log in to BIG-IQ® Network Security.
2. Click Object Editor.
3. Expand Rule Lists and click the name of a rule list that you want to edit.
4. Click Edit to lock for editing.
5. Click the Rules tab to ensure it is selected.
6. Locate the rule containing the fields whose contents you want to remove.
7. Not all fields can be cleared, but you can remove the contents of these fields as follows:

DescriptionOption

Hover over the text in the field. Right-click and select Remove
item.

Address (source or destination)

Hover over the text in the field. Right-click and select Remove
item.

Port (source or destination)

Hover over the text in the field. Right-click and select Remove
item.

VLAN

Hover over the text in the field. Right-click and select Remove
item.

iRule

Hover over the text in the field. Right-click and select Remove
item.

Description

8. Click Save to save your changes.
9. When you are finished, click Save and Close to save your edits, clear the lock, and exit the panel.
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Cloning rule lists

Cloning enables you to create and customize rule lists to address unique aspects of your network firewall
environment. When you clone a rule list, you create an exact copy of the rule list, which you can then edit
to address any special considerations.

Note: Users with the roles of Network_Security_View or Network_Security_Deploy cannot clone policies.

1. Log in to BIG-IQ® Network Security.
2. Click Object Editor.
3. Expand Rule Lists and click the specific rule list you want to clone.
4. Click Clone.
5. Click Properties and complete the properties fields as required.

DescriptionOption

Unique name. The field is read-only field unless creating or cloning the rule
list.

Name

Optional description.Description

Although pre-populated with Common (default), you can set the partition name
by typing a unique name for the partition.

Note: The partition with that name must already exist on the BIG-IP device.
No whitespace is allowed in the partition name.

Partition

The firewall partition itself is not editable.

6. Click Rules, edit the rules as required to configure the clone.
You can also click Create Rule to add a new rule.

7. When you are finished, click Add.
If you click Cancel, the rule list is not cloned.

The cloned rule list is added alphabetically underRule Lists. In a high-availability configuration, the cloned
rule list is replicated on the standby system as soon as it is cloned.

Removing rule lists

You can remove rule lists from firewalls or policies to fine tune security policies.

1. Log in to BIG-IQ® Network Security.
2. Click Object Editor.
3. In the left pane, expand Rule Lists, and click the list that you want to remove.
4. At the top of the screen, click Remove.
5. If it is safe to remove the rule list, a confirmation dialog box opens; click Remove to confirm.

If the rule list is in use, you cannot complete the removal. A popup screen opens informing you that you
cannot remove the rule list because it is in use. ClickClose to acknowledge this message, and then click
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Cancel in the Remove popup screen. To see where a rule list is used, click the rule list and the name
appears in the search field. Then click Apply. The system interface displays only those objects related
to the search. To clear the search, click the x icon to the right of the search string.

The system removes the rule list from the Rule Lists listing.

Rule properties

The following table lists and describes the properties required when configuring network firewall rules.

DescriptionProperty

Unique, user-provided name for the rule. If the name is a rule list name, it is preceded
by: referenceTo_ when moved to a firewall or policy. For example:
referenceTo_sys_self_allow_all.

Name

There are many ways to construct an IPv4 or IPv6 address, address range, or address
list. The following methods and examples are not meant to be exhaustive.

IPv4 format: a.b.c.d[/prefix]. For example: 60.63.10.10

Address (Source)

IPv6 format: a:b:c:d:e:f:g:h[/prefix]. For example:
2001:db7:3f4a:9dd:ca90:ff00:42:8329

You can specify subnets using forward slash (/) notation; for example: 60.63.10.0/24.
An example of an IPv6 subnet is as follows: 2001:db8:a::/64.

You can append a route domain to an address using the format%RouteDomainID/Mask.
For example, 12.2.0.0%44/16.

From the list, select:

• Address. Enter the address in the Addresses field. You can also type an address
range in the Addresses field using the format: n.n.n.n-n.n.n.n. For example:
1.1.1.1-2.2.2.2.

• Address range. Type the beginning address in the first Addresses field and the
ending address in the second Addresses field.

• Address list. In the Addresses field, type text to display stored address lists. You
can select any of the address lists displayed.

• Country/Region. From the first Addresses list, select a country. Once you select
a country, the second list automatically updates with all available regions for that
country. Optionally, select a region from the second list.

The wildcard, Unknown, is supported. Note that geolocation is not supported on
the management IP context.

Options are provided to add additional addresses, address ranges, address lists, or
countries/regions (+) and to delete addresses, address ranges, address lists, or
countries/regions (X).

When you are finished, click Save or Add.

Ports, port ranges, or port lists.

From the list, select:

Port

• Port. Type the port in the Ports field. You can also enter a port range in the port
field by typing a range in the format: n-n. For example: 43-44.
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DescriptionProperty
• Port range. Type the beginning port in the first Ports field and the ending port in

the second Ports field.
• Port list. In the Ports field, type text to display stored port lists. You can select any

of the port lists displayed.

Options are provided to add additional ports, port ranges, or port lists (+) and to delete
ports, port ranges, or port lists (X).

When you are finished, click Save or Add.

Name of the VLAN physically present on the device (Internal, External, or Any). If
you specify a VLAN in a rule without also specifying the VLAN's partition, the

VLAN

deployment task will fail when you attempt to deploy that rule to a firewall. Use the
format partition/VLAN or /partition/VLAN. For example: Common/external
or /Common/external. When finished, click Save or Add.

There are many ways to construct an IPv4 or IPv6 address, address range, or address
list. The following methods and examples are not meant to be exhaustive.

IPv4 format: a.b.c.d[/prefix]. For example: 60.63.10.10

Address
(Destination)

IPv6 format: a:b:c:d:e:f:g:h[/prefix]. For example:
2001:db7:3f4a:9dd:ca90:ff00:42:8329

You can specify subnets using forward slash (/) notation; for example: 60.63.10.0/24.
An example of an IPv6 subnet is as follows: 2001:db8:a::/64.

You can append a route domain to an address using the format%RouteDomainID/Mask.
For example, 12.2.0.0%44/16.

From the list, select:

• Address. Type the address in the Addresses field. You can also enter an address
range in the Addresses field using the format: n.n.n.n-n.n.n.n. For example:
1.1.1.1-2.2.2.2.

• Address range. Type the beginning address in the first Addresses field, and the
ending address in the second Addresses field.

• Address list. In the Addresses field, type text to display stored address lists. You
can select any of the address lists displayed.

• Country/Region. From the first Addresses list, select a country. Once you select
a country, the second list automatically updates with all available regions for that
country. Optionally, select a region from the second list.

The wildcard, Unknown, is supported. Note that geolocation is not supported on
the management IP context.

Options are provided to add additional addresses, address ranges, address lists, or
countries/regions (+) and to delete addresses, address ranges, address lists, or
countries/regions (X).

When you are finished, click Save or Add.

Ports, port ranges, or port lists.

From the list, select:

Port

• Port. Type the port in the Ports field. You can also enter a port range in the port
field by typing a range in the format: n-n. For example: 43-44.

• Port range. Type the beginning port in the first Ports field and the ending port in
the second Ports field.
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DescriptionProperty
• Port list. In the Ports field, type text to display stored port lists. You can select any

of the port lists displayed.

Options are provided to add additional ports, port ranges, or port lists (+) and to delete
ports, port ranges, or port lists (X).

When you are finished, click Save or Add.

Click in the column and select one of the following:Action

• Accept. Allows packets with the specified source, destination, and protocol to pass
through the firewall. Packets that match the rule, and are accepted, traverse the
system as if the firewall is not present.

• Accept decisively. Allows packets with the specified source, destination, and
protocol to pass through the firewall, and does not require any further processing
by any of the further firewalls. Packets that match the rule, and are accepted, traverse
the system as if the firewall is not present. If the Rule List is applied to a virtual
server, management IP, or self IP firewall rule, then Accept Decisively is equivalent
to Accept.

• Drop. Drops packets with the specified source, destination, and protocol. Dropping
a packet is a silent action with no notification to the source or destination systems.
Dropping the packet causes the connection to be retried until the retry threshold is
reached.

• Reject. Rejects packets with the specified source, destination, and protocol. When
a packet is rejected the firewall sends a destination unreachable message to the
sender.

When you are finished, click Save or Add.

Click in the column and enter the iRule name, including partition. For example:
/Common/_sys_AXX_Support_OA_BasicAuth.

iRules® use syntax based on the industry-standard Tools Command Language (Tcl).
For complete and detailed information on iRules syntax, see the F5Networks DevCentral

iRule

web site, http://devcentral.f5.com. Note that iRules must conform to standard
Tcl grammar rules. For more information on Tcl syntax, see
http://tmml.sourceforge.net/doc/tcl/index.html. Note that iRules are not
supported on the management IP context.

Optional description for the current rule. To add a description, click in the column, type
text, and click Save or Add.

Description

IP protocol to compare against the packet. Select the appropriate protocol from the list
and click Save or Add.

If you select ICMP, IPv6-ICMP, or Other, a popup dialog box opens where you can
specify Type and Code combinations.

Protocol

The default type is Any and the default code is Any.

Note: The type and code combinations are too numerous to document here. For details,
consult the F5 Networks DevCentral site, http://devcentral.f5.com or the
documentation for the specific BIG-IP® platform.

Click in the column and select an option from the list to specify whether the rule is
enabled, disabled, or scheduled. The field is updated. Click Save or Add when you are
ready to save your changes.

If you select scheduled from the list, the Select Schedule list is displayed in the screen.
Select a schedule and click OK.

State
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DescriptionProperty
If you have assigned a schedule, then a gear icon appears to the right of the State setting
in the State column. To make changes to the State setting, click the gear icon to open
the Select Schedule popup screen.

If you have no pre-defined schedules, you cannot assign the scheduled state to the rule.

Click in the column and select an option from the list to specify whether or not the
firewall software should write a log entry for any packets that match this rule. From

Log

the list, select true (log an entry) or false (do not log an entry). When finished, click
Save or Add.

For you to set or edit this setting, the discovered device must be at version 11.3 HF6
or later. The setting is not editable earlier than version 11.3 HF6.

When a new rule is added to a firewall through the BIG-IQ® Network Security system
interface, editing is enabled for the Log setting even for devices with versions earlier
than 11.3 HF6.
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About firewall policies in BIG-IQ Network Security

A firewall policy is a set of rules and/or rule lists. BIG-IP® network firewalls use policies to specify
traffic-handling actions and to define the parameters for filtering network traffic. You can assign inline
rules, rule lists, or a policy to a firewall. Policies facilitate the assigning of a common collection of rules
consistently across multiple firewalls.

The network software compares IP packets to the criteria specified in policies. If a packet matches the
criteria, then the system takes the action specified by the policy. If a packet does not match any rule in the
policy, the software accepts the packet or passes it to the next policy, rule, or rule list.

In BIG-IQ® Network Security, the Policies list displays the policies available for assignment to firewalls.

You can configure firewall policies as enforced or staged:

• An enforced policy refers to a policy whose actions are executed. Actions include: accept, accept
decisively, drop, and reject.

You are restricted to assigning a single, enforced policy on any specific firewall. If you have an enforced
policy on a firewall, you cannot also have inline rules and rule lists on that firewall.

• A staged policy refers to a policy that is evaluated but policy actions are not enforced. All activity is
logged.

You are restricted to assigning a single, staged policy on any specific firewall. You can have inline rules
and rule lists assigned to a firewall (in the enforced area) and have a configured staged policy on that
firewall. You cannot have inline rules/rule lists in the staged area.

Thus, you can stage a firewall policy first and then examine logs to determine how the policy has affected
traffic. Then you can determine the timing for turning the policy from staged to enforced.

Firewall policies can contain any combination of rules and rule lists. Policies cannot contain other policies.
You can re-order rules within a policy.

Note: The BIG-IQ® Network Security system is aware of functionality implemented in one BIG-IP version
but not in another. In terms of firewall policies, this means that you are prohibited from dropping a policy
onto a firewall on a BIG-IP device that does not have the software version required to support it.

Filtering policies

To filter the system interface to display only those objects related to a selected policy, hover over the policy
name, right-click and then click Filter 'related to'. The interface is filtered and a count appears to the right
of each object type. The frame to the right provides its own filter field where you can enter text and click
on the filter icon to constrain the display to those items that match the filter.

Adding firewall policies

To fine tune your network firewalls, you can configure policies and assign them to firewalls using the
Policies screen Rules & Rule Lists settings.

1. In the screen header, below Network Security, click Object Editor.
2. On the left, hover over Policies and click the + icon to open the New Policy screen.
3. Click Properties and complete the properties fields as required.

All boxes outlined in gold are required fields.
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DescriptionOption

User-provided name for the policy. This field is editable when creating or cloning
a policy, and read-only when editing a policy.

Name

Optional description for the policy.Description

Although it is pre-populated with Common (default), you can set the partition
when creating or cloning policies by typing a unique partition name.

Note: The partition with that name must already exist on the BIG-IP device.

Partition

No whitespace is allowed in the partition name. No editing of the partition is
allowed.

4. Click Rules & Rule Lists, and then click either:

• Create Rule to createg rules.
• Add Rule List to add rule lists.

5. When finished, click Add.

A new policy is added under Policies in the left pane, in the correct order alphabetically.

You can drag-and-drop a policy to add it to a firewall. To configure the same policy consistently across
many firewalls, drag-and-drop the policy to multiple firewalls.

Managing firewall policies

To fine tune your network firewalls, you can edit policies, create/edit rules, and add rule lists. You can also
reorder rules in firewall policies. You cannot edit rule lists or reorder rules within rule lists.

1. In the screen header, below Network Security, click Object Editor.
2. Expand Policies.
3. Click the policy you want to edit.
4. Click Edit to lock the policy while you work on it.
5. Select Properties.

The only editable field is the (optional) description.

6. Click Rules & Rule Lists, and edit the existing rule list or click either:

• Create Rule to add rules.
• Add Rule List to add rule lists.

7. Click Save to save your changes.
8. When you are finished, click Save and Close to save your edits, clear the lock, and exit.

The edited firewall policy appears under Policies in the left pane, in the correct order alphabetically.

You can then drag-and-drop a policy to add it to a firewall. To configure the same policy consistently across
many firewalls, drag-and-drop the policy to multiple firewalls.
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Cloning firewall policies

Cloning creates an exact copy with a different name. It enables you to quickly and easily create policies
tailored to address any unique aspects of your network firewall environment. When you clone a firewall
policy, you create an exact copy of the policy which you can then edit to address any special considerations.

Users with the roles of Network_Security_View or Network_Security_Deploy cannot clone policies.

1. In the screen header, below Network Security, click Object Editor.
2. Expand Policies.
3. Click the policy you want to clone.
4. Click Clone.
5. Click Properties and complete the properties fields as required.

All boxes outlined in gold are required fields.

DescriptionOption
User-provided name for the policy. This field is editable when creating or cloning
a policy, and read-only when editing a policy.

Name

Optional description for the policy.Description

Although it is pre-populated with Common (default), you can set the partition
when creating or cloning policies by typing a unique partition name.

Note: The partition with that name must already exist on the BIG-IP device.

Partition

No whitespace is allowed in the partition name. No editing of the partition is
allowed.

6. Click Rules & Rule Lists, and then click either:

• Create Rule to createg rules.
• Add Rule List to add rule lists.

7. When finished, click Add. If you then click Cancel, the policy is not cloned.

The cloned policy appears in Policies in the correct order alphabetically. In an HA configuration, the cloned
policy appears on the standby BIG-IQ® system as soon as it is saved.

Reordering rules in firewall policies

Using the Policies screen, you can reorder rules in firewall policies to optimize your network firewall
policies. You cannot edit rule lists or reorder rules inside rule lists.

1. In the screen header, below Network Security, click Object Editor.
2. Click the policy you want to edit.
3. Click Edit to lock the policy while you work on it.
4. Click Rules & Rule Lists.
5. To reorder rule lists or rules, simply drag-and-drop them until they are in the correct order.

You can also right-click a rule name and select among the ordering options.

6. Click Save to save your changes.
7. When you are finished, click Save and Close to save your edits, clear the lock, and exit.
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Removing firewall policies

You can remove firewall policies to keep network firewalls up-to-date.

If a firewall policy is in use or if any objects inside that policy are in use, you cannot remove it.

To see where a policy is used, click the policy and the name appears in the Filter field. Then, click Apply.
The system interface filters on that policy name and displays only the instances where the policy is used.

1. In the screen header, below Network Security, click Object Editor.
2. Click the policy you want to remove.
3. Click Remove and then confirm the permanent removal in the popup dialog box.

The policy is permanently removed and the panel is closed.

About managing firewall policies using snapshots

It is possible to introduce errors during the editing of the working-configuration set. In some cases, you
might not detect these errors immediately. When you discover these errors, you might want to roll back to
a previous state as quickly as possible to restore service. Then, you can triage to discover the root causes
of any errors.

In one scenario, you might perform multiple emergency deployments in an attempt to fix a problem. If such
attempts did not fix the issue, you might want to roll back to the most stable state prior to where you first
saw the problem.

In another scenario, you might want to roll back after importing a device. For example, an administrator
might import a device and as part of the import process, decide to overwrite the objects stored in the BIG-IQ®

database. Subsequently, the administrator decides that the import was a mistake and wants to roll back to
the state of the objects before the import.

You can address all of these scenarios by restoring from a snapshot.

BIG-IQ Network Security provides the ability to create snapshots in these ways:

• During discovery, BIG-IQ Network Security takes a snapshot of the working-configuration set on the
device. This is the default behavior (retain the check box selection).

• During a restore operation, you can take a snapshot of the working-configuration set on the device before
the restore. This is the default behavior (retain the check box selection).

• During deployment, BIG-IQ Network Security takes a snapshot when you click Evaluate.
• At any time, you can create a user-defined snapshot from the Add Snapshot panel.
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About security policies in BIG-IQ Web Application Security

BIG-IQ® Web Application Security imports ASM™ security policies from discovered BIG-IP® devices and
lists them in the Policies panel. Each security policy is assigned a unique identifier that it carries across the
enterprise. This ensures that each policy is shown only once in the Policies panel, no matter how many
devices it is attached to.

In the BIG-IQ Web Application Security repository, policies are in XML format.

Displaying security policy properties

With BIG-IQ®Web Application Security, you can easily view the properties of individual security policies.

1. In Web Application Security, navigate to the Policies panel.
2. Hover over the name of the specific policy, and click the gear icon to display the expanded panel

containing properties and actions.

Security policy properties

Security policy properties are read-only and displayed for informational purposes only.

DescriptionProperty

Name of the security policy.Name

Full path, including partition, to the security policy
on the BIG-IP® device.

Full Path

Optional description for the security policy.Description

FQDN for the BIG-IP device where the security
policy was last updated.

Last Updated At

Time the security policy was last updated in
YYYY-MM-DDTHH:MM:SSZ format. Example:
2013-11-14T16:16:03Z.

Last Updated Time

Security policy name, including partition.Last Policy Name

FQDN and self IP address for the BIG-IP device
where the security policy is located.

Source Device

Exporting security policies

You can use BIG-IQ®Web Application Security to export security policies (download the policy XML file)
from the module to an application or to a user-designated location.

1. Navigate to the Policies panel.
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2. Hover over the name of the security policy you want to export, and click the gear icon to display the
screen containing properties and actions.

3. Click the Export button at the top of the policy screen.
4. In the dialog box, indicate how to process the policy by selecting either:

• Open with and select an application from the menu.
• Save File and provide a location.

5. Click Save.

Reimporting security policies

If security policies fall out of sync between BIG-IQ® Web Application Security and the policy sources on
managed BIG-IP® devices, you can reimport policies to bring them back into sync.

1. Navigate to the Policies panel.
2. Hover over the policy you want to reimport, and click the gear icon to display the expanded panel

containing properties and actions.
3. Click the Reimport from Device button to the right of the Source Device field.

This action is not available if the policy source is a file. In such cases, click Change Source to change
the Source Device field to list devices containing the specified policy.

Removing security policies

BIG-IQ® Web Application Security provides a way to remove ASM™ security policies from the BIG-IQ
database.

1. Navigate to the Policies panel.
2. Hover over the name of the policy you want to remove, and click the gear icon to display the screen

containing properties and actions.
3. Click the Remove button at the top of the expanded panel.

You will not receive a confirmation dialog box.

Security policies are removed from the BIG-IQ system, and security policies can be managed locally.
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About objects in BIG-IQ Network Security

In BIG-IQ® Network Security, the objects that you can view and manage include:

Contexts (firewall)
Category of object to which a rule applies. In this case, category refers to Global, Route Domain, Virtual
Server, Self IP, or Management. Within each context, rules can be viewed and reorganized separately.

It is possible to have multiple layers of firewalls on a single BIG-IP® device. These layers constitute
the firewall hierarchy. Within the firewall hierarchy, rules progress from Global, to Route Domain, and
then to either Virtual Server or Self IP.

Policies (firewall)
Set of rules and/or rule lists that specify traffic-handling actions and define the parameters for filtering
network traffic. You can assign inline rules, rule lists, or a policy to a firewall. Policies facilitate the
assigning of a common collection of rules consistently across multiple firewalls.

Rule lists
Containers for rules; rules are run in the order they appear in their assigned rule list. A rule list can
contain thousands of ordered rules, but cannot be nested inside another rule list.

Address lists
Collections of IPv4 or IPv6 addresses, address ranges, and subnets. These collections are saved on a
server and used by policies, rule lists, and rules to allow or deny access to specific IP addresses in IP
packets. Firewall rules compare all addresses or address ranges in a given address list to either the source
or the destination IP address, depending on how the list is applied. If there is a match, the rule takes an
action, such as accepting or dropping the packet.

Port lists
Collections of ports and port ranges. These collections are saved on a server and used by policies, rule
lists, and rules to allow or deny access to specific IP addresses in IP packets. As with address lists,
firewall rules compare all ports and port ranges in a given port list to either the source or the destination
port, depending on how the list is applied. If there is a match, the rule takes an action, such as accepting
or dropping the packet.

Schedules
Schedules are assigned to firewall rules, rule lists, and policies to control when rules, rule lists, and
policies are active on the firewall. In the Shared Objects panel, you can hover over schedule names to
see the name displayed in a tooltip. This feature is useful if the schedule name is longer than the panel.

About the object editor in BIG-IQ Network Security

BIG-IQ®Network Security provides users with an editor that enables the ability to respond rapidly to firewall
configuration change requests. The Object Editor optimizes the use of screen real estate for firewall rule
editing workflows. Information is presented on the screen so that relevant objects are more readily available
for rule editing workflows.

Adding new objects

Hover over the header of the object you want to add (Policies, Rule Lists, Address Lists, Port Lists, or
Schedules) and when the + icon appears, click it to open a frame for adding the object.
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Viewing and editing objects

To view and/or edit objects:

1. Click the object type to expand it and display the list of individual objects.
2. Click the name of the object you want to view or edit. The object details are then displayed in the frame

to the right. Help for that object type is then available by clicking the ? in the upper right corner. The
help includes instructions for cloning, editing, and removing the object.

Filtering in the Objects panel

You can filter the contents of panels within the Object Editor frame to reduce the set of data that is visible
in the system interface. Filtering techniques can be important for troubleshooting.

1. In the filter text field (under Objects), type the text you want to filter on and press Enter.

Filtering works by performing a wildcard search of the underlying JSON, not just the name of the object.
For example, if you type a 1 (the number one) in the filter, the system will display any object with a 1
in its JSON.

You can clear the filter field by clicking the X to the right of the text under the filter field.

Objects are filtered on the text entered and a count for each appears to the right of each object type.

Adding objects

BIG-IQ® Network Security enables you to add objects. Object Editor > Contexts/Policies/Rule
Lists/Address Lists/Port Lists/Schedules

Note: Address lists and port lists are containers and must contain at least one entry. You cannot create an
empty list; you cannot remove an entry in a list if it is the only entry.

1. Hover over the object type that you want to add and click the + icon.
2. In the opened screen, populate the property fields as required.

• All fields that are outlined in gold are required.
• The Partition field is outlined in gold, and although it is pre-populated with Common, it is an editable

field.
• You can press Tab to advance from field to field.

3. When you are finished, click Add.

Editing objects

BIG-IQ® Network Security enables you to select objects for deeper inspection or edit.

Note: Address lists and port lists are containers, and must contain at least one entry. You cannot create
an empty list; you cannot remove an entry in a list if it is the only entry.

1. Navigate to the object you want to edit. Object Editor > Contexts/Policies/Rule Lists/Address
Lists/Port Lists/Schedules

2. Click the object that you want to edit.
3. In the resulting screen, click Edit to lock the object.
4. Edit the properties and other areas as required.
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You can use the keyboard Tab to advance from field to field.

5. When you are finished, click Save to save your edits, or click Save and Close to save and release the
lock.

Filtering the Object Editor frame

You can filter the contents of panels within the Object Editor frame to reduce the set of data that is visible
in the system interface. Filtering techniques can be important for troubleshooting.

1. To filter the contents of the Object Editor frame, log in to BIG-IQ® Security.
2. Navigate to Network Security > Object Editor.
3. In the filter text field (under Objects), type the text you want to filter on and click Enter.

Filtering works by performing a wildcard search of the underlying JSON, not just the name of the object.
For example, if you type a 1 (the number one) in the filter, the system will display any object with a 1
in its JSON.
You can clear the filter field by clicking the X to the right of the text under the filter field.

Objects are filtered on the text entered and a count for each appears to the right of each object type.

Adding objects to firewall contexts and rules

BIG-IQ® Network Security enables you to add objects to firewall contexts and rules (used in rule lists and
policies).

1. Navigate to the context or rule to which you want to add an object. Object Editor > Contexts/Rule
Lists

2. Click Edit to lock the object for editing.

• If you are editing a firewall, be sure to select Enforced so that Enforced Firewall Rules are visible.
• If you are editing a rule or rule list, be sure to select Rules.

3. Click the section name to expand the section so the name of the object is visible.
4. Select the object you want to add, and drag it onto the firewall or rule in the appropriate column.

If you are adding a schedule, drag it onto the State column.

5. When you are finished, click Save to save your edits, or click Save and Close to save and release the
lock.

About the toolbox in BIG-IQ Network Security

BIG-IQ® Network Security provides users with a toolbox that can be used to quickly add objects. The
toolbox is located in the bottom half of the Object Editor frame.

Adding new objects

To add an object quickly, select the object type from the dropdown list and click Add. Fill in the properties
that appear in the popup box and click Add.
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Filtering in the toolbox

You can filter the contents of panels within the Object Editor frame to reduce the set of data that is visible
in the system interface. Filtering techniques can be important for troubleshooting.

1. In the filter text field, type the text you want to filter on and click the filter icon.

Filtering works by performing a wildcard search of the underlying JSON, not just the name of the object.
For example, if you type a 1 (the number one) in the filter, the system will display any object with a 1
in its JSON.

You can clear the filter field by clicking the red X to the left of the filter field.

Filtering the Object Editor toolbox frame

You can filter the contents of the toolbox (the bottom frame within the Object Editor frame) to reduce the
set of objects visible in the system interface. Filtering techniques can be important for troubleshooting.

1. To filter the contents of the toolbox, log in to BIG-IQ® Security.
2. Navigate to Network Security > Object Editor > Toolbox at the bottom of the right frame.

The filter appears to the right of the Show dropdown list.

3. In the filter text field, type the text you want to filter on and click the filter icon.
Filtering works by performing a wildcard search of the underlying JSON, not just the name of the object.
For example, if you type a 1 (the number one) in the filter, the system will display any object with a 1
in its JSON.
You can clear the filter by clicking the X to the left of the filter field.

Renaming objects

BIG-IQ® Network Security does not support renaming an object.

As an alternative to renaming it, you can create a new object and replace the original object where it is in
use.

1. Create the new object. Consider cloning the object as the fastest and most reliable way to create a new
object with the same content as the original but a new name.

2. Locate every instance of the original object by hovering over the object, right-clicking, and selecting
Filter Related To.
A count is added, indicating the number of times the object is used.

3. Navigate to each instance where the original object is in use, and replace it with a reference to the
newly-created object.

4. Remove the original object.
Clear the filter by clicking the X at the top of the panel under the filter entry box.

Note: Note that you cannot remove an object that is still in use.
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Cloning objects

BIG-IQ® Network Security enables you to clone objects to create an object that is slightly different from
the original. You may have an object that serves as a template. You can clone that object, edit it, and then
use it in different contexts.

1. Navigate to the type of object you want to clone.Object Editor >Contexts/Policies/Rule Lists/Address
Lists/Port Lists/Schedules

2. Click the object that you want to clone.
3. In the expanded screen, click Clone.

The system displays a copy of the object with blank Name and Description fields.
4. In the opened screen, populate the property fields as required.

• All fields that are outlined in gold are required.
• The Partition field is outlined in gold, and although it is pre-populated with Common, it is an editable

field.
• You can press Tab to advance from field to field.

5. When you are finished, click Add.

The cloned object is added to the existing list in the appropriate section.

Removing objects

From the BIG-IQ® Network Security Shared Objects expanded panels, you can remove shared objects.

1. Navigate to the object you want to remove, hover over it, and then click the gear icon.
2. In the object property screen, click Remove.

A popup information screen opens.
3. Respond to the popup screen prompt:

• If the object is being used by another object, policy, rule, or rule list, you cannot remove objects that
are in use; click OK to acknowledge this message.

• If the object can be removed, click OK to confirm the removal.

About address lists

Address lists are collections of IPv4 or IPv6 addresses, address ranges, nested address lists, or subnets saved
on a server and available for use in firewall rules, rule lists, and policies.

Firewall rules refer to address lists to allow or deny access to specific IP addresses in IP packets. Firewall
rules compare all addresses from the list to either the source or the destination IP address (in IP packets),
depending on how the list is applied. If there is a match, the rule takes an action, such as accepting or
dropping the packet.

Where address lists are visible in the screens for Firewall Contexts, Policies, and Rule Lists, you can hover
over nested address lists to see the first-level content displayed in a tooltip. The content (addresses, ranges,
and nested address lists) is displayed whether or not the address list is locked for editing.
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If a policy, rule list, or rule is locked for editing, you can right-click an address, address range, or address
list in the locked object and remove that address, address range, or address list.

To view address list names that are longer than the display field, hover over the name to see the full name
displayed in the tooltip.

Note: Before nesting an address list inside an address list, check to be sure this option is supported on the
BIG-IP® device.

You can add geolocation awareness to address lists, which enables you to specify source or destination IP
addresses by geographic location. Thus, you can specify firewall behavior for traffic to/from entire geographic
regions by defining rules based on where the source or destination system is, rather than on its IP address
(source or destination). BIG-IQ® Network Security supports specifying geolocation in rules and address
lists. The geolocation is validated when the rule or address list is saved.

Note: If you use a geolocation spec that is valid on the BIG-IQ Network Security system, but not supported
on a particular BIG-IP® device because the device has a different geolocation database, it causes a
deployment failure for that device. Importing a BIG-IP device with an invalid geolocation spec causes a
discovery failure for that device.

Adding address types to address lists

BIG-IQ®Network Security enables you to add addresses, address ranges, nested address lists, or geolocation
to an existing address list.

1. Navigate to the Address Lists area. Object Editor > Address Lists
2. Click Address Lists to expand the section, and then click the address list that you want to edit.
3. In the resulting screen, click Edit to lock the object.
4. Click the + icon to the right of an address.

A new row is added to the Addresses table under that row.
5. From the list under the Type column, selectAddress,Address Range,Address List, orCountry/Region.

• If you select Address List, in the Addresses field, type the first letter of an existing address list. A
list of existing address lists appears from which you can select an address.

• If you selectCountry/Region and then select a country from the second list, the next list automatically
updates with all available regions for that country.

6. When you are finished, click Save to save your edits, or click Save and Close to save and release the
lock.

Removing entries from address lists

BIG-IQ® Network Security enables you to remove entries from address lists.

1. Navigate to the Address Lists area. Object Editor > Address Lists
2. Click Address Lists to expand the section, and then click the address list that you want to edit.
3. In the resulting screen, click Edit to lock the object.
4. Click theX icon to the right of the address, address range, address list, or geolocation spec that you want

to remove.
5. When you are finished, click Save to save your edits, or click Save and Close to save and release the

lock.
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Address list properties and addresses

DescriptionProperty

Unique, user-provided name for the address list. The text field accepts up to and including
255 characters, including the partition name.

Name

Optional description of the address list.Description

Field pre-populated with Common (the default). This field is editable when creating or
cloning address lists.

Partition

After locking the address list for editing, select one of the following:Type

• Address. Then, type the address in theAddresses field. You can also enter an address
range in this field by typing a range in the format: n.n.n.n-n.n.n.n.

• Address range. The Addresses field becomes two fields separated by "to." Type
the beginning address and ending addresses in these fields as appropriate.

• Address list. When you type the first letter of a saved list, the Addresses field
populates with a picker list that displays saved address lists. You then select from
the list.

• Country/Region. From the first Addresses list, select a country. Once you select a
country, the second list automatically updates with all available regions for that
country. Optionally, select a region from the second list.

The wildcard, Unknown, is supported. Note that geolocation is not supported on the
management IP context.

IPv4 or IPv6 address, address range, or nested address list. There are many ways an IPv4
or IPv6 address or address range can be constructed. The followingmethods and examples
are not meant to be exhaustive.

IPv4 format: a.b.c.d[/prefix].

Addresses

For example: 60.63.10.10

IPv6 format: a:b:c:d:e:f:g:h[/prefix].

For example: 2001:db7:3f4a:9dd:ca90:ff00:42:8329

IPv6 abbreviated form is supported. You can shorten IPv6 addresses as defined in RFC
4291.

You can specify subnets using forward slash (/) notation; for example: 60.63.10.0/24.
Example IPv6 subnet: 2001:db8:a::/64.

You can append a route domain to an address using the format %RouteDomainID/Mask.
For example: 12.2.0.0%44/16.

Optional text field used to describe the address, address range, or nested address list.Description

About port lists

Port lists are collections of ports, port ranges, or port lists saved on a server and available for use in firewall
rules, rule lists, and policies.
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Firewall rules refer to port lists to allow or deny access to specific ports in IP packets. They compare a
packet's source port and/or destination port with the ports in a port list. If there is a match, the rule takes an
action, such as accepting or dropping the packet.

Port lists are containers and must contain at least one entry. You cannot create an empty port list; you cannot
remove an entry in a port list if it is the only one.

Where port lists are visible in the screens for Firewall Contexts, Policies, and Rule Lists, you can hover
over port lists to see the first-level content displayed in a tooltip. The content is displayed whether or not
the port list is locked for editing.

If a policy, rule list, or rule is locked for editing, you can right-click a port, port range, or port list in the
locked object and remove that port, port range, or port list.

To view port list names that are longer than the display field, hover over the name to see the full name
displayed in the tooltip.

Note: Before nesting a port list inside a port list, check to be sure this option is supported on your BIG-IP®

device.

Adding port types to port lists

BIG-IQ® Network Security enables you to add ports, port ranges, or nested port lists to an existing address
list.

1. Navigate to the Port Lists area. Object Editor > Port Lists
2. Click Port Lists to expand the section, and then click the port list that you want to edit.
3. In the resulting screen, click Edit to lock the object.
4. Click the + icon to the right of a port.

A new row is added to the Ports table under that row.
5. From the Type list, select Port, Port Range, or Port List.

If you select Port List, and type the first letter of an existing port list in the Ports field, a list of existing
port lists appears from which you can select a port list from the list.

6. When you are finished, click Save to save your edits, or click Save and Close to save and release the
lock.

Removing entries from port lists

BIG-IQ® Network Security enables you to remove entries from port lists.

1. Navigate to the port list that you want to remove an entry from. Object Editor > Port Lists
2. Click Port Lists to expand the section, and then click the port list that you want to edit.
3. In the resulting screen, click Edit to lock the object.
4. Click the X icon to the right of the port, port range, or port list that you want to remove.
5. When you are finished, click Save to save your edits, or click Save and Close to save and release the

lock.
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Port list properties and ports

DescriptionProperty

Unique name used to identify the port list.Name

Optional description for the port list.Description

Field pre-populated with Common (the default). This field is editable when
creating or cloning port lists.

Partition

After locking the port list for editing, select one of the following:Type

• Port. Then, enter the port in the Ports field. You can also enter a port
range in this field by entering a range in the format: n-n. Valid port numbers
are 1-65535.

• Port range. The Ports field becomes two fields separated by "to." Type
the beginning port and ending port in these fields as appropriate.

• Port list. When you type the first letter of a saved list, the Ports field is
populated with a picker list that displays saved port lists. You then select
from the list.

Port, port range, or port list. Valid port numbers are 1-65535.Ports

Optional text field used to describe the port, port range, or nested port list.Description

About schedules

Schedules are assigned to rules, rule lists, and policies to control when these shared objects are actively
evaluated.

By default, all rules, rule lists, and policies are on a continuously active schedule. Schedules are continuously
active if they are created without any scheduling specifics (such as the hour that the schedule starts). If you
apply a schedule to a rule, rule list, or policy, you can reduce the time that the rule, rule list, or policy is
active.

Schedule properties

DescriptionProperty

Unique name used to identify the schedule.Name

Optional description for the schedule.Description

Informational, read-only field displaying the name of the partition associated with
the schedule.

Partition

Click the first field to display a calendar popup screen and select a start date. Click
the second field to display a calendar and select an end date. You can specify:

Start date and no end date
The equivalent on the BIG-IP® system isAfter, which specifies that the schedule
starts after the specified date and runs indefinitely. The schedule is activated

Date Range

starting on the selected date, and runs until you change the start date or delete the
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DescriptionProperty
schedule. Click in the field to choose a start date from a popup calendar. You can
specify a start time in the same popup screen.

End date and no start date
The equivalent on the BIG-IP system is Until, which specifies that the schedule
starts immediately and runs until a specified end date. The schedule is immediately
activated and not disabled until the end date is reached. Click in the field to choose
an end date from a popup calendar. You can specify an end time in the same
popup screen.

Both a start date and an end date
The equivalent on the BIG-IP system isBetween, which specifies that the schedule
starts on the specified date and runs until the specified end date. Click in the fields
to choose the start and end dates from a popup calendar. You can specify start
and end times in the same popup screen.

Neither a start date nor an end date
The equivalent on the BIG-IP system is Indefinite, which specifies that the
schedule starts immediately and runs indefinitely. The schedule remains active
until you change the date range or delete the schedule.

Note: Using the system interface and popup screens to specify the start and end dates
and times is the preferred method. However, if you do specify dates manually, use
the format: YYYY-MM-DD HH:MM:SS.

Time is specified in military time format: HH:MM. You can specify time manually
or click in the fields and use the Choose Time popup screen.

Time Span

• Click the first time span field and use the sliders to specify a start time in the
popup screen.

• Click the second time span field and use the sliders to specify an end time in the
popup screen.

If you leave these fields blank, the schedule runs all day, which is the default on the
BIG-IQ® Security system and on BIG-IP devices. (This option is explicitly calledAll
Day on BIG-IP devices.)

Select check boxes for all days that apply. You must select at least one day per week.Day
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About snapshots

BIG-IQ® Security uses snapshots to protect the working-configuration set of the Security module. Thus, at
any time, you can back up, restore, and deploy the BIG-IQworking configuration to a specific configuration
state, or deploy a specific set of working configuration edits back to a BIG-IP® device. You can also compare
one snapshot to another, or compare a snapshot to the BIG-IQ working configuration.

The Snapshots panel displays a list of imported snapshots. The system uses a naming convention that begins
with Import and is followed by the self IP address or the management IP address, depending on how the
device was discovered. You can also add snapshots through theNew Snapshot panel and name the snapshot
according to your own convention.

To display only those objects related to a specific snapshot, hover over the snapshot and when the gear icon
appears, click it. Then, you can select Properties to display properties or Show Only Related Objects to
filter by snapshot.

Adding snapshots

Add snapshots so that you can restore the BIG-IQ® working configuration to a specific configuration state,
or deploy a specific set of working configuration edits back to a BIG-IP® device.

1. Navigate to Snapshots.
2. Hover in the Snapshots banner and click the + icon to display the New Snapshot screen.
3. Complete the property fields as required.

DescriptionOption

Type a name for the snapshot.Name

Type a description (optional) that will assist in remembering the reason
for the snapshot.

Description

After the process completes, the snapshot is listed in the Snapshots panel by its user-provided name, user
account name, and the date and time the snapshot was taken.

Comparing snapshots

You can compare one snapshot to another, or to compare a snapshot to the BIG-IQ® Security working
configuration.

1. Navigate to Snapshots.
2. Select a snapshot, and click the gear icon to expand and display the specific snapshot's screen.
3. Click Compare.
4. Indicate what you want to compare:

• SelectWorking Configuration to compare the selected snapshot to the BIG-IQ Security working
configuration.

• Select Snapshot to compare the selected snapshot to a different snapshot.

5. To compare a snapshot with the selected snapshot:
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a) Drag-and-drop that snapshot from the Snapshots panel to this area, or click the Select Snapshot
link.

b) From the Select From Available Snapshots popup screen, select a snapshot and click Select.

6. Click Evaluate to start the comparison.
The Differences popup screen opens.

7. To display the JSON for each difference found, click a row in the table.
Textual JSON appears for each difference found; snapshot on the left and working configuration, or
second snapshot on the right.

Differences are listed by: name (name of the shared object), type (type of object), change (added,
modified, deleted), and device (blank unless the type is firewall).

Restoring the working configuration from a snapshot

You can restore the working configuration using a selected snapshot as input. This process does not delete
any shared objects that might have been added since the snapshot was taken.

1. Navigate to Snapshots.
2. Hover over the snapshot containing the configuration you want to restore to, click the gear icon, and

then click Properties.
3. In the expanded screen, click Restore.

You can also click the Compare tab to compare the selected snapshot against the working configuration
or another snapshot before performing the restore.

Working Configuration
If you selectWorking Configuration and click Evaluate, a popup screen displays the differences in
the JSON between the snapshot (at left in the table) and the working configuration (at right in the table).
Click any row to view the JSON for the two objects. Differences are listed by: name (name of the shared
object), type (type of object), change (added, modified, deleted), and device (blank unless the type is
firewall).

Click any row to view the JSON for the two objects.

Snapshot
If you select Snapshot, specify the snapshot selected by clicking Select Snapshot or by
dragging-and-dropping a snapshot to the Compare against field.

Then, click Evaluate to view the differences in the JSON between the two snapshots.
Differences are listed by: name (name of the shared object), type (type of object), change (added,
modified, deleted), and device (blank unless the type is firewall).

Click any row to view the JSON for the two objects.
When you are satisfied that you are restoring the correct configuration, click Restore.

4. In the popup screen, click OK to confirm that you want to continue.
This popup screen explains that this operation will restore the BIG-IQ Security configuration with the
contents of this snapshot and remove all active locks. Once the process starts, you will be blocked from
performing any other tasks or interacting with the UI in any way until the process is completed or
canceled. If the operation is canceled, all configuration settings are rolled back to their state before the
restore started.
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About snapshots in high-availability configurations

Snapshots require special consideration in high-availability (HA) configurations. For example, a scenario
can occur where both peers think they are in the active state due to a disruption in communication or some
other error condition.

If you take a snapshot when the system is in this condition, the snapshot Properties screen will display a
message saying that the snapshot was taken when the peer device was unreachable.

When the peers are re-paired and re-synched, the snapshot will appear on both peers and both Properties
screens will display the error message.

We recommend that you not attempt to restore such snapshots. The restore will likely fail and if it does not,
the resulting configuration is unpredictable.
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About signature files in BIG-IQ Web Application Security

The Signature files panel in BIG-IQ® Web Application Security lists the signature files for each discovered
BIG-IP® device, and enables you to view the properties for these files.

Currently, administrators can manage signature files for one BIG-IP device from the BIG-IP Configuration
Utility. BIG-IQ Web Application Security, however, provides central management for signature files and
signature file updates for multiple devices.

Managing signatures from the BIG-IQ platform enables the administrator to spend less time on signature
updates and to view the signatures update information in a single central location.

BIG-IQWebApplication Security fetches all new and relevant signature files automatically from an external
server proxy configured from the system interface. It then pushes the signatures to the relevant BIG-IP
device or to multiple BIG-IP devices. It displays the signature version for each device.

Note: This feature is available to users with the Administrator role or the Security_Manager role.

Viewing signature file properties

Use the BIG-IQ®WebApplication Security Signature files panel to expand and view signature file properties.

1. Log in with administrator or Security_Manager credentials.
2. Navigate to the Signature files panel.
3. Hover over a specific signature file, and then click the gear icon to expand and display the panel containing

property details.
4. When you are finished, click Cancel.

Signature file properties

Signature file properties are read-only and displayed for informational purposes only.

DescriptionProperty

Name of the signature file. Example: Sig_vanc_1Name

Example: 20131103_042020File version

Version on the BIG-IP® device.Product version

Updating signature files

You can use the BIG-IQ® Web Application Security Signature files panel to update signatures.

1. Log in with Administrator or Security_Manager credentials.
2. Navigate to the Signature files panel.
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3. Hover over the panel header, and then click the gear icon to expand and display the Update settings.
4. Use the Interval list to modify settings for scheduling updates.
5. Edit the Current running task settings as needed. Click theUpdate & push button to update the signature

files and push them to the server.
6. When finished, click Save to update all signatures (or Cancel to close the panel without saving your

edits).

Updating and pushing signature files

You can use the BIG-IQ® Web Application Security Signature files panel to begin the process for updating
and pushing the signature files.

1. Log in with Administrator or Security_Manager credentials.
2. Navigate to the Signature files panel.
3. Hover over the panel header, and then click the gear icon to expand and display the update settings.
4. Under Current running task, for the Run now setting, click the Update & push button.

The update process begins immediately.
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About the Virtual Servers panel

Through the Virtual Servers panel, BIG-IQ® Web Application Security displays the virtual servers on each
discovered BIG-IP® device, and enables you to view the properties for these virtual servers.

For each device discovered, the BIG-IQ system creates an extra virtual server to hold all security policies
not related to any virtual server in the discovered device.

Displaying virtual server properties

With BIG-IQ® Web Application Security, you can easily view virtual server properties.

1. To display properties for an individual virtual server, hover over the name for that virtual server (in the
Virtual Servers panel).

2. Click the gear icon to expand the panel and display the screen containing virtual server properties.
Properties are read-only. The only actions you can take in the expanded panel concern the attached
policies.

DescriptionOption
Name of the virtual server.Name

Path, including partition, to the virtual server.Full Path

Self IP address of the BIG-IP® device.IP Address

Yes/No.Is Inactive Policies Holder

FQDN of the BIG-IP device.Device

Remove/Change.Attached Policies

Virtual server properties

Virtual server properties are read-only and displayed for informational purposes only.

DescriptionProperty

Name of the virtual server.Name

Full path, including partition, to the virtual server on
the BIG-IP® device.

Full Path

Optional description of the virtual server.Description

Self IP address of the BIG-IP device.IP Address

Yes/No.Is Inactive Policies Holder

FQDN of the BIG-IP device.Device

Remove/Change/Add attached policies.Attached Policies
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Changing security policy attachment to virtual servers

You can use the BIG-IQ®Web Application Security Virtual Server screen to add policies to a virtual server,
or remove policies from the virtual server they are attached to. You can change the virtual server a given
policy is attached to.

Note: You can add to, but not remove from nor change security policies on an inactive virtual server. You
can add security policies (instead of replace them) to an active virtual server only if it does not have a
security policy already.

1. To begin the process, navigate to the Virtual Servers panel.
2. Hover over the Virtual Servers header and click the gear icon to display the expanded Properties screen.
3. In the screen to the right of Attached Policies, click Change.
4. In the Modal dialog box, select the policies you want to add to the current virtual server and click Add.

The selected policies are added to or changed from the current virtual server.

Removing links between virtual servers and security policies

You can use BIG-IQ® Web Application Security to remove the link between a virtual server and a security
policy.

1. To begin the process, navigate to the Virtual Servers panel.
2. Hover over the Virtual Servers header and click the gear icon to display the expanded Properties screen.
3. In the expanded Properties screen, click Remove.

The link between the policy and the virtual server is deleted. This means that if the policy is attached to the
virtual server on the remote BIG-IP® device, the link between them is deleted during the deployment process.
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About BIG-IQ Security deployments

The BIG-IQ® Security system displays individual deployments and their status (one action per row in the
Deployment panel).

After you have completed edits to firewall contexts, objects, or policies you can create a deployment to
distribute those changes to selected BIG-IP® devices from the Deployment panel.

Note: You can deploy security policies to a device that already has the policy by overwriting the existing
security policy. If the security policy does not yet exist on the device, you can deploy it as a new policy
attached to an available virtual server or you can deploy it as an inactive policy.

The system displays changes as follows:

• ADDED. New shared objects added to a rule and called by an existing rule list, policy, or firewall are
counted as ADDED. Newly-created shared objects that are not referenced in a firewall are not counted
and are not distributed.

• MODIFIED. Existing objects already used by an existing rule list, policy, or firewall, and subsequently
edited, are counted as MODIFIED.

• REMOVED. Existing objects used by an existing rule list, policy, or firewall, and subsequently removed,
are counted as REMOVED. If a shared object is removed from a rule and is no longer being used by any
other rules, it is marked for removal from the selected devices. It is not removed from the BIG-IQ
Security system unless expressly deleted.

Note: If an individual rule in a rule list, policy, or firewall has been changed, added, or removed, the entire
modified object (rule list, policy, or firewall) is marked for deployment. This also applies to adding, modifying,
or removing ports in a port list, or addresses in an address list.

During the distribution phase, configuration changes and security policies are pushed out to remote BIG-IP
devices. The working-configuration set is deployed, or the selected BIG-IP device is rolled back, to the
state reflected in the snapshot. Any changes made locally to the BIG-IP device are overwritten.

With BIG-IQ Security, you can deploy up to 20 devices in a single deployment.

Filtering on deployment tasks

To filter the Deployment panel, type text in the filter field and press the Enter key. Clear the filter by
clicking the X to the right of the text in the gray box under the filter.

To filter on a specific deployment, hover over the deployment task and when the gear icon appears, click
it. Then, select Show Only Related Objects to filter by deployment task.

Evaluation process steps

During the evaluation process, BIG-IQ Security:

1. Contacts the selected remote BIG-IP devices and synchronizes the working-configuration sets for all.
2. Takes a snapshot of the working-configuration set for each BIG-IP device.
3. Compares the remote and local configurations.
4. Calculates the set of changes to be deployed (number and type of each change).
5. Displays the number and type of each change.
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Adding deployments

When you have completed edits to a firewall or security policy, you can create a deployment to push out
to a target device any change that occurred to any configuration object.

1. Navigate to the Deployment panel.
2. Hover over the Deployment banner and click the + icon.
3. Complete the fields as required.

Your changes are saved automatically.

DescriptionOption
Name for the deployment that indicates its purpose. It can be useful to
develop a convention such as ticket numbers.

Deployment Name

Optional description, including the purpose of the deployment or other
relevant information.

Description

Choose betweenWorkingConfig and Snapshot. To deploy the working
configuration currently on the BIG-IQ® system, selectWorking Config

Deployment Source

and click Evaluate. To deploy from a snapshot, select Snapshot, and
from the popup screen, select the snapshot you want to deploy from and
click Evaluate.

Available devices are listed. Select or clear check boxes as appropriate.Select Devices to Evaluate;
Available Devices

4. To evaluate differences between the working configuration (BIG-IQ® Security) and the configuration
on the BIG-IP® device, click Evaluate .

5. To create the deployment task, click Deploy.

A deployment is created and listed in the Deployment panel along with its status. A status of READY TO
DEPLOY indicates that you can deploy the working-configuration set or you can roll back the selected
BIG-IP® device to the state reflected in the snapshot.

Managing deployments

When a deployment displays a status of READY TO DEPLOY, you can distribute configuration changes
to managed BIG-IP® devices. If there are no changes to deploy, a message displays to confirm this.

1. Navigate to the Deployment panel.
2. Hover over the banner of the deployment you want to manage and click the gear icon to open the screen

and display task properties.
DescriptionOption

User-provided name of the deployment task.Deployment Name

Optional description, including the purpose of the deployment or other
relevant information.

Description

Name of the user who initiated the deployment.User

Status for deployment phases (evaluation and distribution).Task Status
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DescriptionOption

Time the deployment started in the format
yyyy-mm-ddThh:mm:ss-hours-off-GMT. Example:
2013-05-31T08:16:17-07:00

Start Time

Time the deployment ended in the format
yyyy-mm-ddThh:mm:ss-hours-off-GMT. Example:
2013-05-31T08:16:36-07:00

End Time

Available devices are listed to the right of the field. Select or clear check
boxes as appropriate.

Select Devices to Evaluate

3. Click Evaluate to evaluate differences between the selected snapshot and the current configuration.
4. Click View Diffs to view differences between the configuration on BIG-IQ® Web Application Security

and the BIG-IP device.
A dialog box opens displaying the differences. The display shows four columns: Type (type of entity
changed), Change (add, modify, remove), On BIG-IQ (name of the entity on BIG-IQ Web Application
Security), and On BIG-IP (name of the entity on the BIG-IP® device).

5. When ready to deploy, click Deploy to push changes to the selected BIG-IP device.

Deployment states are displayed during the deployment process. At the end of the deployment process, the
working-configuration set is deployed to selectedBIG-IP® device(s) or, if a snapshot was selected, the
BIG-IP device is rolled back to the state reflected in the snapshot.

Deploying from snapshots

During deployment, use snapshots to restore a specific configuration state or to deploy a specific set of
working configuration edits back to the BIG-IP® device.

1. Navigate to the Deployment panel.
2. Hover over the Deployment banner and click the + icon.
3. Complete the fields as required.

Your changes are saved automatically.

DescriptionOption
Name for the deployment that indicates its purpose. It can be useful to
develop a convention such as ticket numbers.

Deployment Name

Optional description, including the purpose of the deployment or other
relevant information.

Description

Choose betweenWorkingConfig and Snapshot. To deploy the working
configuration currently on the BIG-IQ® system, selectWorking Config

Deployment Source

and click Evaluate. To deploy from a snapshot, select Snapshot, and
from the popup screen, select the snapshot you want to deploy from and
click Evaluate.

Available devices are listed. Select or clear check boxes as appropriate.Select Devices to Evaluate;
Available Devices

4. When you see the message READY TO DEPLOY under the deployment name in the Deployment panel,
click the gear icon to expand the panel.
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a) Under the text Evaluate found the following changes: you will see a device name
followed by an arrow.

b) Click the arrow to display differences. Differences are listed by: name, type, change (added, modified,
deleted), and device (blank unless the type is firewall).

c) Click an object name to view the JSON in the table under the list of differences.

5. When ready to deploy, click Deploy to push changes to the selected BIG-IP device.

The selected snapshot or the specific set of working-configuration edits is deployed to the selected BIG-IP
device.

Device deployment states

This table displays states that occur during the deployment process, and a brief description of each state.

DescriptionState

The deployment process has started.NEW

Devices have been successfully retrieved. All managed
devices on the BIG-IQ® Security system have been found.

COMPLETED_RETRIEVE_DEVICES

Failed to retrieve devices. Failed to find all managed
devices on BIG-IQ Security.

FAILED_RETRIEVE_DEVICES

Verified that the process of declaringmanagement authority
(DMA) is not currently running. The deployment process
cannot run if DMA is running.

COMPLETED_CHECK_DMA

Verified that the process of DMA is currently running. The
deployment process cannot run at the same time.

FAILED_CHECK_DMA

Refresh of the current configuration for all devices included
in deployment has started. This process pulls in any new

STARTED_REFRESH_CONFIG

configuration items from the BIG-IP® device into the
current configuration.

Refresh of the current configuration for all devices included
in deployment that started has completed. This process

COMPLETED_REFRESH_CONFIG

pulls in any new configuration items from the BIG-IP
device into the current configuration.

Refresh of the BIG-IQ Security current configuration has
failed. This refresh pulls in any new configuration items
from the BIG-IP device into the current configuration.

FAILED_REFRESH_CONFIG

Snapshot of the working configuration has started.STARTED_SNAPSHOT

Snapshot of the working configuration has completed.COMPLETED_SNAPSHOT

Snapshot of the working configuration has failed.FAILED_SNAPSHOT

Preparing to start the process of enumerating differences
between the snapshot taken and the current configuration.

START_DIFFERENCE

Generating the differences between the snapshot taken and
the current configuration has started.

STARTED_DIFFERENCE
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DescriptionState

The process of enumerating differences between the
snapshot taken and the current configuration has completed.

COMPLETED_DIFFERENCE

The process of enumerating differences between the
snapshot taken and the current configuration has failed.

FAILED_DIFFERENCE

Processing differences between the snapshot taken and the
current configuration has started. This state transforms the
difference data into a form that can be distributed.

STARTED_PROCESSING_DIFFERENCE

Processing differences between the snapshot taken and the
current configuration has completed. This state transforms
the difference data into a form that can be distributed.

COMPLETED_PROCESSING_DIFFERENCE

Processing differences between the snapshot taken and the
current configuration has failed. This state transforms the
difference data into a form that can be distributed.

FAILED_PROCESSING_DIFFERENCE

Preparing to start the distribution process.START_DISTRIBUTION

The process of distributing configuration changes to
specified devices has started.

STARTED_DISTRIBUTION

The process of distributing configuration changes has failed.FAILED_DISTRIBUTION

The deployment process has completed.COMPLETED
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About firewall audit logs and the viewer

In large customer environments, multiple users can make changes to security policies. These policy changes
to working-configuration objects are captured in a central location (the BIG-IQ®Network Security database)
not on individual BIG-IP® Advanced Firewall Manager™ (AFM™) devices.

Note: A change is defined as: object created, object deleted, object modified.

Users who can access the BIG-IQ Network Security console (shell) have access to this database.

BIG-IQ Network Security logs every configuration change in an audit log, which becomes an important
tool for debugging and tracking changes to firewall devices. Audit log entries are visible through the system
interfaceAudit Logs link. The audit log viewer retrieves entries from this database for display in the system
interface.

Note: All API traffic on the BIG-IQ system, every REST service command for all licensed modules, is
logged in a separate, central audit log (restjavad-audit.n.log).

About firewall audit log entry generation

Changes to these working-configuration objects generate log entries:

• Firewalls
• Policies
• Rule lists
• Address lists
• Port lists
• Schedules
• Snapshots

These actions also generate log entries:

• Add/edit BIG-IQ® Network Security system roles. Tracking role modification provides auditing for the
assignment of users to roles.

• Create/cancel device discovery and reimport.
• Delete previously-discovered device.
• Create/delete deployment task.
• Create difference task.
• Create/delete snapshot.
• Edit of system information (such as host name and internal self IP).

About firewall audit logs and high-availability

In high-availability (HA) configurations, each node maintains its own audit log. Entries are synced after
the HA configuration is set. If you have entries on the primary node and then configure HA, the
previously-generated entries on the primary will not be replicated to the standby node; new entries will be
replicated.

All deletions, whether performed manually through the Audit Log viewer or performed as part of a delete
and archive operation, are not deleted on the standby node.
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Also, archives are configured separately on each node.

Firewall audit log entry properties

The firewall audit log viewer displays the following properties for each entry.

DescriptionProperty

IP address for the BIG-IQ® system.Client IP

User-friendly timeline of all changes, as well as tasks
that were started and canceled. Time is preserved in

Time

UTC (Coordinated Universal Time), but the system
interface displays the time in the user's local time
zone.

FQDN for the BIG-IQ system that recorded the
event.

Node

User who initiated the action.User

Object identified by a user-friendly name; for
example: newRule1, deploy-test, or

Object Name

Common/global. This entry is also a link; when
activated, it shows the JSON for the object.

Class or group of the object modified.Type

Type of modification (New, Delete, or Update).Action

Number of times the system generated the object.Version

Locating the firewall audit log using SSH

You can review BIG-IQ®Network Security audit log contents periodically from the command line and then
archive contents locally for off-device processing, troubleshooting, and future reference.

1. To examine audit logs using SSH, log in to BIG-IQ Network Security with Administrator or
Security_Manager credentials.

2. Navigate to the audit log location: /var/log/audit.
3. Examine files with the naming convention: audit.n.txt.

where n is the log number.

4. Once you have located the logs, you can view or save the log locally through a method of your choice.

About the firewall audit log viewer

The Audit Log viewer retrieves entries from the audit log for display in the BIG-IQ® Network Security
system interface.

Note: The Audit Log viewer is not updated dynamically. You must refresh the page to get new entries.
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All BIG-IQ system user roles have read-only access and can view entries. Only users with the role of
Administrator or Security_Manager can delete entries or modify configuration settings.

Viewing differences in the viewer

You can use the built-in firewall audit log viewer provided in BIG-IQ® Network Security to examine
differences between entries listed in the viewer. If the system finds no differences, it displays a message to
that effect.

1. Log in to BIG-IQ Network Security with Administrator or Security_Manager credentials.
2. Below Network Security, click Audit Logs to display the viewer.
3. To display differences between object generations, click an object in the Object Name column,which

open the Difference Viewer.
Areas of differences are highlighted in gold. Additions to a generation are highlighted in green. Textual
JSON appears for each difference found.

4. When you are finished, click Close.

Filtering entries in the viewer

The Filter field at the top of the Audit Logs page enables you to rapidly narrow the scope displayed in the
viewer, and more easily locate an entry in the audit log.

• Filtering is text-based.
• Filtering is not case-sensitive.
• To clear the filter, click the X at the end of the search string under the Filter field.
• All BIG-IQ® system roles have read-only access to the audit log and can filter entries.

Note: You can use wild cards in all filtering operations.

1. Log in to BIG-IQ Network Security.
2. Below Network Security, click Audit Logs
3. In the Filter field, type the information specific to the object you want to filter on, and click Apply.

DescriptionOption

Type the client IP address in the filter.

Note that when a task is not initiated by a user, the entry in the Client IP column
is blank.

Client IP

Type a date/time in any of the following formats:Time (mix of
letters and
numbers) • mmm dd yyyy hh:mm:ss. Example: Jan 7 2014 8:30:00

• ddd mmm dd yyyy hh:mm. Example: Thu Jan 16 2014 11:01

• ddd mmm dd yyyy hh:mm:ss. Example: Thu Jan 16 2014 11:13:50

Formats are highly browser-dependent. Other formats might appear to filter
successfully, but are not supported.

You must include both a date and a time.

Entering a single date/time results in a filter that displaysall entries from the
specified date/time to the current date/time.
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DescriptionOption
To filter on a range of times, enter the dates/times in one of the supported formats,
separated by a hyphen. Example: jan 21 2014 11:04-jan 21 2014 11:05.

Type a date/time in any of the following formats:Time (numbers
only) • m/d hh:mm:ss. Example: 1/1 12:14:15

• mm/dd hh:mm:ss. Example: 01/01 12:14:15

• m/d hh:mm. Example: 1/1 12:14

• m/d h:mm. Example: 1/1 2:14

• mm/dd hh:mm. Example: 01/01 12:14

• mm/dd/yy hh:mm:ss. Example: 01/01 12:14:15

• m/d/yy hh:mm:ss. Example: 1/1/14 12:14:15

• mm/dd/yy hh:mm. Example: 01/01/14 12:14

• m/d/yy hh:mm. Example: 1/1/14 12:14

• mm/dd/yyyy hh:mm:ss. Example: 1/1/2014 12:14:15

You must include both a date and a time.

Typing a single date/time results in a filter displaying all entries from the specified
date/time to the current date/time.

To filter on a range of times, type the dates/times in one of the supported formats,
separated by a hyphen. Example: 1/1 12:14:15-1/1 12:14:18.

Type the node name in the filter.Node

Type the user in the filter.User

Type the name of the object in the filter. If a partition name is displayed, do not
include it in the filter. For example, you would specify /Common/AddressList_4
as AddressList_4.

Note that entries in the Object Name column are links to the JSON representing
the object. If the object does not have a name, the system places a dash in the
column. The dash is also a link to the JSON.

Object Name

Type the type in the filter. Note that WC stands for working configuration.Type

Type the action in the filter.Action

Type the version number in the filter.Version

The result of a filter (or search) operation is a set of entries that match the filter criteria, sorted by time.

Deleting entries in the viewer

You can prune entries in the audit log viewer to constrain the list to relevant data and a manageable size.
Use the scroll bar to the right to scroll through entries.

There is no set limit on the number of entries that the viewer can display, although the viewer will not
display archived entries.

Users with BIG-IQ® system roles of either Administrator or Security_Manager can delete entries. All system
user roles have read-only access to the audit log, and can view entries.

Note: Exercise care when deleting entries. Once deleted, entries cannot be retrieved.
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1. Log in to BIG-IQ Network Security with Administrator or Security_Manager credentials.
2. At the top left of the screen, below Network Security, click Audit Logs to view the audit log.
3. Delete one or multiple entries as specified:

Do this:To delete:

Select the check box for the entry you want to delete and then clickRemove.
You will not receive a confirmation dialog box.

A single entry

Select the check box in the header row and then click Remove. In the
confirmation dialog box, click Yes to confirm that you want to delete all
entries.

Important: This action removes all entries, not just those visible in the
viewer page.

All entries stored on
this BIG-IQ system

Combine selecting with the Shift key, and then click Remove. You will not
receive a confirmation dialog box.

Multiple entries

Type a text string in the Filter field at the top of the page and click Apply.
The result after applying the filter is a batched set of entries that match the
criteria.

Select the check box at the top of the table in the header row and click
Remove.

A filtered batch of
entries

The batch of entries is removed. Note that if you delete a large batch of
entries, the operation may take some time if the system has a lot of entries.
Also, you must keep the Audit Logs viewer open the entire time.

Setting firewall audit log archival properties in the viewer

1. Log in to BIG-IQ Network Security.
2. Below Network Security, click Audit Logs.
3. Hover over the Firewall header and click the gear icon to display the settable audit log properties.
4. Complete the properties and status settings, and click Save.

DescriptionProperty

Default is 30 days. The field must contain an integer between 1 and 366.Days to keep entries

Contains the hour and minute when expirations on entries will be checked.
You can type the hour and the minute manually (in the format hh:mm). Or,

Check expiration at this
time

you can click in the field to view and edit in the Choose Time dialog box.
Adjust the Hour andMinute sliders to reflect the desired hour and minute,
and then click Done.

Controls whether entries are deleted from the audit log when they expire, or
deleted from the audit log but archived to the audit log archive.

When entries expire

• Select Delete to delete the entry. (This action is permanent; you cannot
get a deleted entry back.)

• Select Delete and Archive to delete the entry but archive it for future
reference.

Expired entries are saved to a predefined file at
/var/log/firewall/archive-audit.0.txt.
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DescriptionProperty

Informational, read-only setting, indicating the next time entries will be
archived. Run time is expressed in the format: ddd mmm dd yyyy hh:mm:ss.
Example: Tue Jan 28 2014 02:50:00.

Next run time

Informational, read-only setting, indicating the last time entries were archived.
Run time is expressed in the format: ddd mmm yyyy hh:mm:ss. Example:
Tue Jan 28 2014 02:50:00.

Last run time

Number of entries that expired at the last run time.Entries expired at last
run time

Informational, read-only setting. The field contains the text No error or
the error text for any errors found.

Last Error

Informational, read-only setting. Time in the field is expressed in the format:
ddd mmm dd yyyy hh:mm:ss

Example: Fri Jan 17 2014 23:50:00.

Last Error Time

The result of a filter (or search) operation is a set of entries that match the filter criteria, sorted by time.

About the REST API audit log

The RESTAPI audit log records all API traffic on the BIG-IQ® system. It logs every REST service command
for all licensed modules in a central audit log (restjavad-audit.n.log) located on the system.

Note: The current iteration of the log is named restjavad-audit.0.log. When the log reaches a certain
user-configured size, a new log is created and the number is incremented. You can configure and edit
settings in /etc/restjavad.log.conf.

Any user who can access the BIG-IQ Network Security console (shell) has access to this file.

Managing the REST API audit log

The RESTAPI audit log contains an entry for every RESTAPI command processed by the BIG-IQ® system,
and is an essential source of information about the modules licensed under the BIG-IQ Network Security
system. It can provide assistance in compliance, troubleshooting, and record-keeping. With it, you can
review log contents periodically, and ave contents locally for off-device processing and archiving.

1. Using SSH, log in to the BIG-IQ Network Security device with administrator credentials.
2. Navigate to the restjavad log location: /var/log.
3. Examine files with the naming convention: restjavad-audit.n.log.

where n is the log number.

4. Once you have located it, you can view or save the log locally through a method of your choice.
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Logging Events in BIG-IQ Web Application Security

• About event logs
• About installing the BIG-IQ Logging Node
• About the event logs interface



About event logs

Viewing the event logs with BIG-IQ® Web Application Security makes browsing of system event logs
easier, and provides a way to obtain useful insights regarding the activity on applications and/or servers. It
also enables the viewing of logs from multiple BIG-IP® devices.

You can also view logs through the BIG-IP system interface. However, the BIG-IP system interface shows
logs for one BIG-IP device only, and the current presentation has many nested views and complex filters.
Thus, it is difficult to obtain a complete picture. The presentation on Web Application Security provides a
single view of all the filters, log entries, and details for each entry. This provides a more intuitive navigation
path through the log items.

To determine which events are logged, you must set up a logging profile on the BIG-IP system. The logging
profile directs the security events to a BIG-IQ Logging Node, and the BIG-IQ system retrieves them from
that node.

About installing the BIG-IQ Logging Node

A BIG-IQ Logging Node (also known as an ASM™ Logging Node) is a specially-provisioned BIG-IQ®

system, running the same software build as the BIG-IQ device where you manage your security policies.
One or more BIG-IP® systems send their logging events to a Logging Node, and the BIG-IQ system can
retrieve logging events from one or more Logging Nodes.

To install a BIG-IQ Logging Node, you provision a standard BIG-IQ system as a Logging Node (by allowing
a particular service on a self IP port and expanding the size of the file system that holds log files), and then
upgrade the Logging Node Software to the same build that is running on its BIG-IQ partner.

Provisioning the Logging Node

You use the Config utility and tmsh commands to provision the Logging Node with a management IP
address, a self IP address, and various network parameters.

1. The BIG-IQ VE or BIG-IQ 7000 device is shipped with a default management IP address of
192.168.1.245. To change this, connect to the console of the device and invoke the Config utility.
For example:

[root@bigiq1:Active] config # config

The Config utility is a GUI-like interface on the command line. It guides you through the process of
setting these parameters:

• Management IP Address
• Netmask for that address
• Default Route for the Management IP Address

2. Test the management IP address by connecting to it with SSH. Use the root admin account and its
default password, default.
For example:
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juser@bench2:~/$ ssh root@192.168.25.61
The authenticity of host '192.168.25.61 (192.168.25.61)' can't be established.
RSA key fingerprint is 8c:0a:28:e9:7a:8d:5a:1a:7a:d1:2d:c2:8a:c8:e5:83.
Are you sure you want to continue connecting (yes/no)? yes
Warning: Permanently added '192.168.25.61' (RSA) to the list of known hosts.
Password: default
[root@bigiq1:NO LICENSE] config #

Currently, the system is running BIG-IQ software, and its prompt, bigiq1, is the default for a BIG-IQ
system.

3. Invoke tmsh, where you can perform some initial provisioning of the Logging Node.
For example:

[root@bigiq1:NO LICENSE] config # tmsh
root@(bigiq1)(NO LICENSE)(/Common)(tmos)#

4. Expand the /var directory, which holds all the event logs. Use the modify sys disk directory
command to schedule the directory for resizing, then use the reboot command to reboot the Logging
Node and expand the directory.
For example, this command sequence expands the /var directory to 15G and reboots the Logging Node:

root@(lognode1)(NO LICENSE)(/Common)(tmos)# modify sys disk directory /var new-size 15000000
root@(lognode1)(NO LICENSE)(/Common)(tmos)# reboot
The system will be rebooted momentarily

Broadcast message from root (pts/0) (Thu Aug 14 09:04:44 2014):

The system is going down for reboot NOW!
root@(lognode1)(NO LICENSE)(/Common)(tmos)# Connection to 192.168.25.61 closed by remote
host.
Connection to 192.168.25.61 closed.
juser@bench2:~/$

5. Wait for the Logging Node to finish the boot process, then reconnect and reopen tmsh.
For example:

juser@bench2:~/$ ssh root@192.168.25.61
Password: default
[root@bigiq1:NO LICENSE] config # tmsh
root@(bigiq1)(NO LICENSE)(/Common)(tmos)#

6. Use the modify sys global-settings hostname command to create an appropriate host name
for the Logging Node.
For example:

root@(bigiq1)(NO LICENSE)(/Common)(tmos)# modify sys global-settings hostname lognode1.myco.com
root@(lognode1)(NO LICENSE)(/Common)(tmos)#

7. Use the modify sys ntp commands to set up the Network Time Protocol (NTP) for this Logging
Node. Set the timezone and add one or more NTP servers.
For example, these commands set the time zone for New York in the U.S., and add one NTP server:

root@(lognode1)(NO LICENSE)(/Common)(tmos)# modify sys ntp timezone America/New_York
root@(lognode1)(NO LICENSE)(/Common)(tmos)# modify sys ntp servers add { 192.168.96.95 }
root@(lognode1)(NO LICENSE)(/Common)(tmos)#

8. Use the create net vlan command to create a VLAN named internal. Then use the modify net
vlan command to assign it to the 1.1 interface.
For example:
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root@(lognode1)(NO LICENSE)(/Common)(tmos)# create net vlan internal
root@(lognode1)(NO LICENSE)(/Common)(tmos)# modify net vlan internal interfaces add { 1.1 }
root@(lognode1)(NO LICENSE)(/Common)(tmos)#

9. Use the create net self command to assign a self IP address to the internal VLAN. Also, allow
service on TCP port 8514.
For example, this assigns 10.57.140.135/16 as a self IP address:

root@(lognode1)(NO LICENSE)(/Common)(tmos)# create net self 10.57.140.135/16 vlan internal
address 10.57.140.135/16 allow-service add { default tcp:8514 }
root@(lognode1)(NO LICENSE)(/Common)(tmos)#

10. Use the create net route command to establish a default gateway for the VLAN.
For example:

root@(lognode1)(NO LICENSE)(/Common)(tmos)# create net route internal_default_gateway gw
10.57.140.1 network default
root@(lognode1)(NO LICENSE)(/Common)(tmos)#

11. Use the modify sys dns name-servers command to add your local DNS servers and your
DNS-search parameters.
For example:

root@(lognode1)(NO LICENSE)(/Common)(tmos)# modify sys dns name-servers add { 10.57.1.28 }
search add { myco.com localhost }
root@(lognode1)(NO LICENSE)(/Common)(tmos)#

The Logging Node is ready to process network traffic, but it likely requires a software upgrade to bring it
to the same build as its partner BIG-IQ system.

About upgrading the Logging Node to the BIG-IQ build

This product ships with a software build that was current at the time of the software release. Typically, a
later build is available. The build on the Logging Node must be the same as the build on its partner BIG-IQ®

system. If you need to upgrade the Logging Node, follow the instructions in Upgrading BIG-IQ Systems.

Configuring the logging profile

Each BIG-IP system sends its events to a Logging Node. You create an event logging profile to define the
contents of these events, and to identify the Logging Node to which the events are sent.

1. On the Main tab, click Security > Event Logs > Logging Profiles > +.
The Create New Logging Profile screen opens.

2. In the Profile Name field, type the name that you choose for this new profile.
3. Select the Application Security check box.

Application Security settings display.
4. From the Configuration list, select Advanced.

Some new fields appear, including the Remote Storage check box.
5. Select the Remote Storage check box.

Several new fields appear, including the Protocol list.
6. From the Protocol list, select TCP.
7. In the Server Addresses settings, specify the address you want to use:
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a) In the IP Address field, type one of the Logging Node's self IP addresses.
b) In the Port field, type 8514.
c) Click the Add button to add the address/port to the list of servers.

8. In the Storage Format setting, specify how you want to store this data:
a) Select User-Defined from the list at the top.
b) Then enter this exact format (without any line breaks) for the event logs in the Selected Items field:

unit_hostname="%unit_hostname%",management_ip_address="%management_ip_address%",
http_class_name="%http_class_name%",web_application_name="%http_class_name%",policy_name="%policy_name%",
policy_apply_date="%policy_apply_date%",violations="%violations%",support_id="%support_id%",
request_status="%request_status%",response_code="%response_code%",ip_client="%ip_client%",
route_domain="%route_domain%",method="%method%",protocol="%protocol%",query_string="%query_string%",
x_forwarded_for_header_value="%x_forwarded_for_header_value%",sig_ids="%sig_ids%",sig_names="%sig_names%",
date_time="%date_time%",severity="%severity%",attack_type="%attack_type%",geo_location="%geo_location%",
ip_address_intelligence="%ip_address_intelligence%",username="%username%",session_id="%session_id%",
src_port="%src_port%",dest_port="%dest_port%",dest_ip="%dest_ip%",sub_violations="%sub_violations%",
virus_name="%virus_name%",uri="%uri%",request="%request%",violation_details="%violation_details%",
header="%headers%",response="%response%

The line breaks in the example above were necessary due to screen width; remove all of them after you
paste this data. It should be a single string with no white space.

9. From theMaximum Entry Length list, select 64K.
10. In the Storage Filter area, from the Request Type list, select All Requests.
11. Click the Finished button to save the new profile.

Adding the logging profile to a virtual server

Each BIG-IP system sends its events to a BIG-IQ Logging Node. After you create an event logging profile,
you assign it to a virtual server. The virtual server (or servers) with this profile sends all of its relevant
events to the Logging Node that you specified in the logging profile.

1. On the Main tab, click Local Traffic > Virtual Servers > Virtual Server List.
The Virtual Server List screen opens.

2. Click the name of the virtual server that you want to log security events.
3. From the Security menu at the top of the screen, choose Policies.
4. Use the Log Profile settings to specify the log profile to use:

a) From the Log Profilelist, select Enabled.
b) From the Available list, select the log profile you created earlier, and move (<<) it to the Selected

list.

5. Click Update to save your changes.

Discovering a Logging Node from BIG-IQ Security

Using the BIG-IQ Security system, you discover a Logging Node and add it to the ASM Logging Group.
The BIG-IQ Security application can then access all of the security events on the Logging Node, potentially
from multiple BIG-IP systems.

1. Log into BIG-IQ System GUI with your administrator user name and password.
2. From the list at the top of the screen, choose System.
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Several panels appear, including the BIG-IQ Systems panel.
3. In the BIG-IQ Systems panel, hover over ASM Logging Group, click the gear icon when it appears,

and select Add Device.
The panel expands to show the New Device screen.

4. In the IP Address field, type the Management IP address of the Logging Node (for example,
192.168.25.61).

5. In the User name and Password fields, type the credentials for an administrator on the Logging Node
(for example, admin and admin).

6. Confirm that the Group field is set to ASM Logging Group.
7. Click the Add button at the top of the screen to add the Logging Node to the system.

All BIG-IP virtual servers that send their security events to the above Logging Node are aggregated in the
event logs on the BIG-IQ system. You can repeat this task to add multiple Logging Nodes.

About the event logs interface

The Event Logs system interface consists of two filtering fields and three main panes:

• Filtering fields:

• Selected devices list. A horizontal list below the Event Logs heading, where you select one or more
devices for event viewing.

• Filter field. A horizontal field, below the Event Logs heading to the right of the selected devices
field, where you can provide text to rapidly narrow the search scope.

• Panes:

• Devices panel. At the far left, used for selecting a group of events, policies, saved filters, or
pre-configured tags. This specifies the set of items in the next pane.

• Log items list. Using this pane, you can browse log items, or select one to view details on. Each log
item displays:

• URL
• Source IP address
• Response code
• Date and time
• Severity: Informational, Critical, Error
• Status

• Details pane. This pane displays details of the item selected in the Log items pane. You can view:

• Raw HTTP[S] request
• Geolocation details
• Policy details (by clicking the expand triangle to the right of the policy name)
• General request details (by clicking the triangle to the right of the URL)
• Related tags

Viewing event log details

You can view request and response details for a single log item.
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1. Log in to BIG-IQ® Security.
2. ClickWeb Application Security, and then click Event Logs.
3. In the Log Items pane (list of events), click a single event log.

The Details pane to the right displays a variety of information about the event.
4. In the Details pane, click Request to view request details.

Details include:

• Raw HTTP[S] request
• General request details (by clicking the expand arrow to the right of the URL)
• Geolocation
• Policy details (by clicking the expand triangle to the right of the policy name)
• List of related tags

5. Click Response to view response details.

Using common filters

You can use the Event Logs screen's Devices panel to update common filters for requests and security
policies.

1. Log in to BIG-IQ® Security.
2. ClickWeb Application Security, and then click Event Logs.
3. In the Devices panel, click any sub-item under Requests or Policies.

The system updates log items according to the selected filter, and results appear in the Log Items pane.

Filtering (basic)

You can use the Event Logs screen's search filter to make viewing of events logs easier, even event logs
from multiple BIG-IP® devices.

1. Log in to BIG-IQ® Security.
2. ClickWeb Application Security, and then click Event Logs.
3. In the Event Logs Filter field, click the expand triangle to the right of the field.

The Search filter popup screen opens to the basic view, which is the default.
4. Complete the Search filter field or fields applicable to your search.

DescriptionSetting

From the list, selectAll requests or Illegal requests (log responses for illegal
requests only).

Request type

Type the last 4 digits of the support ID (unique ID given for a transaction).Support ID

This selects the policy violation that detects attacks, such as Attack Signature
Detection or Illegal Cookie Length. From the list, select nothing (indicating
that any violation type matches) or a violation type.

Violation

This selects the type of service attacks (such as Denial of Service or HTTP
Parser Attack) that you want to see. From the list, select nothing (indicating
that any attack type matches) or choose a particular attack type.

Attack type
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DescriptionSetting

In the From field, click the calendar icon and select a start date. Then, in the
To field, click the calendar icon and select an end date.

Time Period

Type a policy name.Policies

5. Click the Search icon in the blue bar.

The results of the filtering process appear in the Log Items list.

Filtering (advanced)

You can use the Event Logs screen's search filter to make viewing of events logs easier, even event logs
from multiple BIG-IP® devices.

1. Log in to BIG-IQ® Security.
2. ClickWeb Application Security, and then click Event Logs.
3. In the Event Logs Filter field, click the expand triangle to the right of the field.

The Search filter popup screen opens to the basic view, which is the default.
4. Click Advanced
5. Complete the Search filter field or fields applicable to your search.

DescriptionSetting

From the list, select GET, POST, PATCH, or DELETE.Method

From the list, select HTTP.Protocols

From the list, select Informational, Critical, or Error.Severity

6. Click the search icon in the blue bar.

The results of the filtering process appear in the Log Items list.

Filtering by entering query parameters

You can use the Filter field to enter query parameters in ODATA format. For example:

policy_name:/Common/policy1'

Note: AND/OR constructs are supported.

1. Log in to BIG-IQ® Security.
2. ClickWeb Application Security, and then click Event Logs.
3. In the Filter field, type a query in the format key operator ‘value’.
4. Type a key from the following list:

DescriptionKey

Name of the attackattack_type

Current date and timedate_time

Destination IP of this transaction (virtual server)dest_ip
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DescriptionKey

Destination port of this transaction (virtual server) *dest_port

Attacker geolocation *geo_location

List of request headersheader

Alias of policy namehttp_class_name

IP Category such as proxy, phishing, and so on *ip_address_intelligence

Attacker IP addressip_client

BIG-IP® management IP addressmanagement_ip_address

HTTP method of the request (POST/GET, and so on)method

Last apply policy operation date and timepolicy_apply_date

Name of the active policypolicy_name

Transport protocol (HTTP)protocol

URI query stringquery_string

Full request *request

request_status

HTTP response coderesponse_code

route_domain

*session_id

Severity of the request
(Informational/Error/Critical/Warning)

severity

*sig_ids

sig_names

Source port of this transaction *src_port

sub_violations

Unique ID given for a transactionsupport_id

BIG-IP unit host name *unit_hostname

URI of the request *uri

*username

List of violationsviolations

*virus_name

web_application_name

x_forwarded_for_header_value

5. Type an operator from the following list:
DescriptionOperator

Equaleq

Not equalne

Less thanlt
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DescriptionOperator

Less than or equal tole

Greater thangt

Greater than or equal toge

6. Type a value in any of the following formats:

• 'value'
• '*alue'
• 'alu*'
• '*ue*'

The system updates log items according to the typed query, and results appear in the Log Items list. Clearing
the Filter field clears the filter as well.
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About the upgrade process

Upgrade involves installing the new version of the software, booting into that new version, and executing
any database schema changes that may be required.

Note: BIG-IQ Security v4.4 only supports upgrades from v4.3 and higher.

The upgrade process breaks the HA pair during upgrade and pairs it again after the upgrade is completed.

Use this procedure to upgrade BIG-IQ Security through a combination of the system interface and the
command line interface.

Breaking Up an HA Pair Running 4.3 Software

The upgrade process breaks the HA pair during upgrade and pairs it again after the upgrade is completed.
Use this procedure to break an HA Pair running 4.3 software.

1. Break the HA pair by removing the standby node.
a) Log in to active BIG-IQ and at the top-right corner of the screen, select System and Overview.

The Localhost screen appears.
b) Select High Availability from the menu on the left.

The configuration for the Peer device (the standby node) appears in the viewing pane.
c) Click the Delete button in the top-right corner of the panel.

A pop-up appears to confirm that you want to remove the standby node.
d) Click the Remove button to confirm.
e) Watch the HA-status indicator in the top-left corner of the screen. When the HA pair is broken, it

changes from "Active (Primary)" to "Standalone."

The status indicator at the top-left of the screen now reports "Standalone" on both BIG-IQ devices.
2. Use a secure copy method to copy the image (.ISO) to the /shared/images directory on both nodes,

formerly in the HA pair.
You can use SCP, FTP, SFTP or any other means of securely transferring ISOs between hosts.
scp <big-iq-iso-name> root@<big-iq-standby-node-url>:/shared/images/.

Both nodes are now standalone and have the same ISO file on them.

Breaking Up an HA Pair Running 4.4 Software

The upgrade process breaks the HA pair during upgrade and pairs it again after the upgrade is completed.
Use this procedure to break an HA Pair running 4.4 software.

1. Break the HA pair by removing the standby node from the management group.
a) Log in to BIG-IQ and from the drop-down list, select System
b) In the Systems panel, expand the Management Group.
c) Select the standby node.
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d) Hover over the gear icon, then click it and select Properties.
e) In the expanded panel, click Remove.

The status indicator at the top-left of the screen now reports "Standalone" on both BIG-IQ devices.
2. Use a secure copy method to copy the image (.ISO) to the /shared/images directory on both nodes,

formerly in the HA pair.
You can use SCP, FTP, SFTP or any other means of securely transferring ISOs between hosts.
scp <big-iq-iso-name> root@<big-iq-standby-node-url>:/shared/images/.

Both nodes are now standalone and have the same ISO file on them.

Upgrading BIG-IQ Security (GUI)

Use this procedure to upgrade BIG-IQ Security through the system (GUI) interface.

1. This step applies to nodes running 4.3 software; skip to the next step if your nodes are running 4.4
software. Otherwise, repeat these substeps on both nodes to upgrade the image on both.
a) Log in to active BIG-IQ and at the top-right corner of the screen, select System and Overview.

The Localhost screen appears.
b) Select Software Update from the menu on the left.

Information about the current software appears in the viewing area.
c) From the Software Image drop-down list, select the image to use for the update. This is the image

you downloaded above.
d) From the Install Location drop-down list, select the location to use for the update.
e) In the Option area, click both options.
f) Click the Apply button in the lower-right corner of the panel.

A pop-up asks you to confirm that you want to reboot the node.
g) Click the OK button in the pop up.

The BIG-IQ system loads the new software and reboots.

2. This step applies to nodes running 4.4 software; skip this step if your nodes are running 4.3 software.
Otherwise, repeat these substeps on both nodes to upgrade the image on both.
a) From BIG-IQ System, expandManagement Group.
b) Hover over the gear icon, then click it and select Properties.
c) Select the Software Update tab.
d) Click Update.
e) From the Software Image drop-down list, select the image to use for the update. This is the image

you downloaded above.
f) From the Install Location drop-down list, select the location to use for the update.
g) In the Option area, click Reboot After Live Install.

3. For both nodes, verify that the image is booted on the correct volume using the command tmsh show
sys software.

4. From BIG-IQ System, re-establish the HA pair.
When reestablishing the HA pair, the source device copies its common configuration data to the target
device. The source device is the device where you start the HA re-pairing process. Choose a source
device whose configuration data is the most up-to-date.
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a) On the node you have selected to be the Primary/Active node, hover over the gear icon for the
management group.

b) Click Add Device.
c) Enter the HA Communication Address of the peer device, and admin credentials for the Secondary

BIG-IQ device.
d) For Network Security configurations, select Active-Standby as the High Availability Mode.
e) Click the Add button in the banner of the New Device expanded panel.
f) Affirm the confirmation to start the pairing process.

5. Expand the Management Group and monitor the status changes for the newly-added device.
a) Monitor the status updates in the new device entry under the Management Group.
b) Monitor the device/cluster status indicator in the top left of the screen.
c) When the indicator changes to Active (Primary) the pairing has completed successfully.

6. Examine the configuration of both nodes visually to verify that they are in sync.

Both nodes are upgraded. The upgrade is complete.

Upgrading BIG-IQ Security (CLI)

Use this procedure to upgrade BIG-IQ Security through a combination of the system (GUI) interface and
the command-line (tmsh) interface.

1. Perform these steps on both nodes.
a) Upgrade the image (.ISO) using the command:

tmsh install sys software image big-iq-iso-image-name volume volume-name

b) Monitor the progress of the upgrade using the command tmsh show sys software.
c) Change the boot partition/volume using the switchboot command.

It is critical to include the switch -b in the following command.
switchboot -b volume-name

d) Reboot using the command reboot.

2. From BIG-IQ System, re-establish the HA pair.
When reestablishing the HA pair, the source device copies its common configuration data to the target
device. The source device is the device where you start the HA re-pairing process. Choose a source
device whose configuration data is the most up-to-date.
a) On the node you have selected to be the Primary/Active node, hover over the gear icon for the

management group.
b) Click Add Device.
c) Enter the HA Communication Address of the peer device, and admin credentials for the Secondary

BIG-IQ device.
d) For Network Security configurations, select Active-Standby as the High Availability Mode.
e) Click the Add button in the banner of the New Device expanded panel.
f) Affirm the confirmation to start the pairing process.

3. Expand the Management Group and monitor the status changes for the newly-added device.
a) Monitor the status updates in the new device entry under the Management Group.
b) Monitor the device/cluster status indicator in the top left of the screen.
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c) When the indicator changes to Active (Primary) the pairing has completed successfully.

4. Examine the configuration of both nodes visually to verify that they are in sync.

Both nodes are upgraded. The upgrade is complete.
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Installing required BIG-IQ system components

Installing BIG-IQ® system components on a BIG-IP® device requires a licensed BIG-IP device running
version 11.3 or later.

You must install and keep up-to-date certain BIG-IQ system components on all BIG-IP devices that are to
be brought under central management. Otherwise, device discovery will fail. These required components
provide a REST framework required for the BIG-IQ platform. To install these components manually, run
the commands from the command line.

Important: When running this installation script, the traffic management interface (TMM) on each BIG-IP
device restarts. Therefore, before running this script, verify that no critical network traffic is targeted to
the BIG-IP devices.

1. Log in to the BIG-IQ system command line as the root user.
2. Establish SSH trust between the BIG-IQ system and the managed BIG-IP device:

ssh-copy-id root@<BIG-IP Management IP Address>

This step is optional. However, if you do not establish trust, you will be required to provide the BIG-IP
system's root password multiple times.

3. Navigate to the folder in which the required files reside:
cd /usr/lib/dco/packages/upd-adc

4. Run the installation script:
./update_bigip.sh –a admin –p <password> <BIG-IP Management IP Address>

Where <password> is the administrator password for the BIG-IP device.

5. Revoke SSH trust between the BIG-IQ system and the managed BIG-IP device:
ssh-keygen –R <BIG-IP Management IP address>

This step is not required if you did not establish trust in step 2.

Installing these BIG-IQ components results in a REST framework that supports the required Java-based
management services.
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